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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
D09M MECHANUTIO S4IOfT OFFI
C/0 DEPUSIME GN[ AL UUPPIC¢UNI11N

RUCMIOD VIRGINA 2287/

IN REPLY
REFER TO DMECSO (LT. Rubin L. Patterson/(AV)695-4787/jg) 26 Zovember 1985

SUBJECT: LOGMARS Clearinghouse Applications Directory

TO: SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. Your activity is encouraged to review the enclosed directory for

applications that may have potential use within logistics operations. In
instances where similar efforts are being pursued by other Services or Agencies,
the LOGMARS Clearinghouse Applications Directory provides contacts for sharing
information and detailed lessons learned. The input provided by each Service is
current as of 1 September 1985.

. 2. All activities are encouraged to submit suggestions for LOGMARS projects to
DLA DMECSO for review and inclusion in the DLA LOGMARS Program, as appropriate.

*[:' 3. Any questions regarding the Clearinghouse Directory
adittaml.a-e; - may be directed to LT Rubin Patterson, SC, USN, DLA DMECSO,
(AV) 695-4787.

1 Encl T. R. WILD
Captain, SC, U. S. Navy
Chief, DLA Depot Mechanization
Support Office
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) APPLICATIONS DIRECTORY

Introduction:

The DOD challenge is to improve material readiness, while

also seeking ways to lower overall costs. The Logistics

Applications of Automated Marking and Reading Symbols (LOWGIARS)

Program, using bar code technology in automated logistics systems,

is ideally suited to achieve these objectives. Implementation of

LOGMARS will increase productivity, reduce error rates, and improve

the responsiveness of automated systems.

This directory lists applications initiated by the various DOD

components and the status of each. It is intended to eliminate

duplicative development efforts within the components where

application efforts are similar. .

DOD components are encouraged to submit any new application

efforts they are planning for inclusion in this directory. In this

manner, duplicative developmental efforts can be avoided; hence,

implementation can be more economically accomplished.

New applications, as they are identified, should be submitted

in the format listed herein to Director, AMCPSCC, ATIN: SDSTO-T,

Tobyhanna,PA. 18466-5097. The directory will be updated not more

than quarterly and less often as input from the components dictate.
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FORSWORD

The final report of the LOGMARS Joint Steering Group provided

a sound basis for proceeding with the defense-wide implementation

of LOC4HARS. Based on these findings, the following actions have

resulted:

The 3-of-9 bar code has been established as the DOD standard

symbology for marking items of supply, unit packs, outer containers,

and selected documents.

Defense components have proceeded with LOGMARS implementation

with particular attention given to the logistics functional areas

identified in the Joint Steering Group report.

Procedures and plans have been established to assure that these

areas are systematically examined and appropriate LOGMARS

applications are identified.

Each defense component has identified a focal point for

monitoring progress; fostering, guiding, and facilitating implemen-

tation; and providing for coordination and participation with other

components on areas of common interest.

While each component is to proceed with implementation, whenever

feasible, all ccmponents must pursue opportLruities for joint action

to provide common solutions to common problems and to present a

comion approach to industry.

This clearinghouse directory is one means of monitoring the

overall defense-wide LOGMARS program.

ii
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, ATC/Randolph AFB, TX

2. POC: Lt. Col. Mathis, ATC/LGXA, AUTOVON 487-2778.

3. APPLICATION: Parts Automated Repairable Tracking System (PARTS).
Tracking of repairable and DIFM (Due In From Maintenance) parts through
the Base Repair Cycle.

4. LOCATION: 12 FTW, Randolph AFB, TX.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: March 1984, Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: 15 Dec 1984, Completed

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: 18 Mar 1985, Completed.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: To track status and location of repair cycle
assets at Base level Production Control to achieve positive control of
reparable assets throughout the repair cycle.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: One Burroughs B29 computer, 3 disk units, 19 B25
*- terminals, 3 Dot Matrix printers, 16 INTERMEC 1600 laser scanners, 16

INTERMEC 9500 laser readers, 2 TRILOG bar code printers, and requiLed
cables, modems, and accessories.

*: 8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Developed by HQ ATC/LG.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Application was funded through LOGMARS
Productivity Investment Funds.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Equipment in place, purchased
*through the Burroughs Contract/Phase IV Sperry Contract.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: HQ ATC is in process of exporting this
system to its five other training bases.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: The total savings during the first four
years of the project will be $60,000 savings in inventory cost plus
$30,000 for lost items, giving a total savings of $360,000 over the
four year period. The system has produced savings in manpower because
it has enabled reallocation of production control personnel to the
maintenance shops.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AFLC Kelly AFB, TX.

2. POC: Mr. M. Mora, SA-ALC/DSMDC, AUTOVON 945-3391.

3. APPLICATION: Through the Wholesale Inventory Audit System (WIAS),
- inventory functions presently being performed manually will be

automated, thus affecting more timely inventory scheduling, location
surveys, location audit reconciliations physical item counts, and
associated quality control checks.

4. LOCATION: SA-ALC Kelly AFB, TX.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. PAR approval: Dec 83, Completed.

b. DAR approval: Feb 84, Completed.

c. DPD approval: Apr 84, Completed.

d. Functional Description: Nov 84, Completed.

e. Contract Award: Feb 85, Completed.

f. System Specifications: Mar 85, Completed.

g. Initial Operational Capability: Aug 85

h. Final Operational Capability: Mar 86.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Eliminate need for punch cards and use tape
from computer, with bar code technology, to process inventory data
through automated accumulation of critical data.

* 7. BASIC HARDWARE: System clock, disk storage, back-up power supply,
16 input/output ports, magnetic tape drive, remote terminals
(stand-alone); printers, (dot matrix); printers (bar code); and PITs
(Portable Input Terminals).

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Package will include, but not be limited to,
*multiprogramming operating system; communications package, sort/merge
* restart/back-up, and texL editor utilities.

9. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Contract awarded to Ford Aerospace,
February 1985.

A-2
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10. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Will be exported to all Air Logistics
Centers by the following schedule:

SA-ALC .................. 30 Aug 85
OO-ALC .................. 30 Dec 85
SM-ALC .................. 30 Dec 85
OC-AI .................. 7 Mar 86
WR-ALC .................. 7Mar 86

11. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Will
significantly enhance manpower utilization and will eliminate many
manual functions presently accomplished. It will also reduce the

. manual creation and use of some forms.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None.

A-2.1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

S•1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AFLC Robins AFB, GA.

2. POC: MR. B. D. Layfield, WR-ALC/DSMD, AUTOVON 468-5793

3. APPLICATION: Implementation of the Wholesale Receiving System
will automate manual processes in the central receiving system through
use of bar code technology. It will also replace outdated,
non-repairable equipment.

4. LOCATION; WR-ALC Robins AFB, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Implementation at development site .... Jul 84...Completed.
b. Implementation of WRS at SM-ALC ....... Oct 84...Completed.
c. Implementation of WRS at OO-ALC ....... Dec 84...Completed.
d. Implementation of WRS at OC-ALC ....... Jan 85...Completed.
e. Implementation of WRS at SA-ALC ....... Mar 85...Completed.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: To support the use of bar code technology in
wholesale receiving at all ALC's.

* 7. BASIC HARDWARE: T1990 minicomputers, LP300 line printers, T1810
dot matrix printers, TV950 VDTs, LS7000 bar code scanning devices, Bell
202T communication modems, CD1400 disk storage, MT1600 tape transports,
ASM2400 communications modems, and solar/electric mini/micro
regulators.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Vendor software, compilers, and utilities
programs are supplied by Texas Instruments (TI).

9. FUNDING STATUS: Application funded by LOGMARS Productivity
Investment Funds.

a. Expended to Date:
(1) Purchase of Equipment .......... $2,080,000.
(2) TDY, Per Diem ................. 60,000.
(3) Rental Equipment .............. 23,000.
(4) Supplies....................... 288,000.
(5) Spare Parts .................... 453,000.

b. Dollar requirement to complete WRS:
(1) Enhancement to WRS ............. 395,000.
(2) Contract Services (Upgrade

to new AS3000 protocol) 15,000.

10. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Estimated savings over the four year
payback computation period is $4,125.OM. Payback period for PIF
allocation is 2.83 years.

11. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: WRS has replaced
card driven systems and has automated previously done manual processes,

, substantially increasing support capability.
- A-3
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AFDSDO/LGS

2. POC: Mr. H. P. Vanzant, DSDO/LGSXX, AUTOVON 446-4104.

3. APPLICATION: The SBSS Retail Receiving System LOGMARS technology
application will greatly improve data processing methods and procedures
through automation of the receiving process by bar coding input data so
it's in machine readable form.

4. LOCATION: HQ SAC Offutt AFB, Nebraska.

5, LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. DAR approval ........................... Jan 83
b. DPD approval ........................... Jan 83
c. DPP approval........................... Jan 83
d. Contract award ......................... Feb 83
e. Equipment installation ................. Apr 83
f. Initial operational capability......... FY 85
g. Final operational capability ........... FY 86

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: A system which, by acquiring modern data
entry devices and capturing input data in machine-readable form within
the SBSS, will significantly improve receipt processing.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Monarch Dynabyte 6600CPU, Ampex Dialogue 80
CRT/Key; dot matrix printers, DS-180's; T1820 KSR terminal, bar code
readers, stand alone modems, rack mounted modems, stands, and cable

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Frames processing for non-bar coded receipts, and
receipts processing software.

9. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Acquired through the Phase IV
contract.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: AIR FORCE.

2. POC: DSDO, Mr. Tom Jones/LGTT/Gunter AFS, Al 36114-6340, AUTOVON
446-4541.

3. APPLICATION: Base Level Cargo and Movement System LOGMARS Modular

Development (CM-LOGMOD).

4. LOCATION: Gunter AFS, AL, (and MAJCOM base level activities).

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: TBD by lead site.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Develop an automated Base Level Cargo
* Movement System to be used by the MAJCOMS.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Targeted for multi-user contract.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Being developed by lead site personnel.

9. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: All MAJCOMS.

10. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Eliminate obsolete punch cards and equipment.

b. Maintain visibility and control of material and documentation.

c. Interface capability with other transportation systems.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None.

A-5
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AFLC/WR-ALC ROBINS AFB, GA.

2. POC: Ms Connie Peek, WR-ALC/DSMD, AUTOVON 468-5793.

3. APPLICATION: Consolidation/Containerization Point (CCP)

4. LOCATION: WR-ALC, Robins AFB, GA.
SM-ALC, McClellan AFB, CA.
WPLO, Seattle, WA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.
b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.
c. Project Funds Requirement: Completed.
d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.
e. Equipment Received: TBD.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The system will reduce the need for manual
data entry by utilizing bar code scanners. LOGMARS will alleviate the
requirement to handscribe nearly one quarter million receiving
documents annually. The improved tracking system will be extended to
the overseas destination in Europe and Pacific. This system will
interface with the LOGMARS Cargo Movement system.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Tandem nonstop CPU; Bar code capable printer;

Portable input terminal.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: In house programming.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Estimated cost of equipment, $640,500.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Army IBIS contract and Air Force
Micro Contract.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: IOC, WR-ALC April 1986, FOC, SM-ALC May
1987; IOC, WPLO Seattle WA, December 1987.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Achieve maximum efficiency by
mechanization of outdated manual system and at the same time take
advantage of the LOGMARS technology. Estimated annual savings,
$261,000.

* "13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Improved productivity and reduced response time.

b. Improve accuracy by eliminating the labor intensive practice of
"" handscribing documents.

c. Eliminate punch cards.

A-6
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d. Mechanize cargo scheduling function.

e. Obtain real time data management.

f. Interface with other transportation systems.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Current equipment cannot be modified to meet requirements.

b. Personnel training of approximately 100 people on the new
equipment and procedures.

A-6. 1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

" 1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ AFLC/WARNER ROBINS AFB, GA.

2. POC: Ms Janet Smith, WR-ALC/DSMD, AUTOVON 468-5793.

3. APPLICATION: Wholesale Shipping System (WSS).

4. LOCATION: All Air Logistics Centers.

*5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed

c. Project Funds Available: Completed

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Jul 85

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: To provide an on-line data management system
- utilizing bar code technology. Interface with other systems by

hardware or magnetic tape. The WSS will utilize tapes from existing
systems to establish the data base, with little impact on those
systems. WSS will provide the documentation to be used in Wholesale
Receiving (WRS), Retail Receiving and automation of Surface Terminals.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Tandem nonstop CPU and display terminals;
Printronix P300 printer.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Developed by WR-ALC personnel.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Approximate cost of hardware -$2.OM.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Complete.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: SA-ALC, October 1985; OC-ALC, November
*1985; SM-ALC, December 1985; OO-ALC, January 1986.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: $2.7M over a 4 year period.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Increased productivity, accuracy and timeliness in processing
data.

b. More efficient billing procedures.
c. Expedited material and documentation processing.
d. Provide shipment cancellation capability until released to

carrier.
e. Increase effective use of available transportation capability

and funds.
f. Provide capability to obtain selected management data on

request.
g. Eliminate obsolete card punch equipment.

A-7
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h. Utilize barcoded transportation control numbers (TCN) and
portable input terminals for inventory control.

i. Maintain visibility and control of material and documentation
in the surface terminal.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Current equipment cannot be modified to meet the new
" requirements.

b. Current systems will require new development (i.e., D009, 0013,
"- M024, 0024E).

c. Personnel training on new equipment.

A-7.1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ APSC/Andrews AFB, MD.

2. POCs:

a. HQ AFSC OPR: MSgt Jerry Kryzan, HQ AFSC/LGMW, AUTOVON
858-3544.

b. Design office at AFWL Kirtland AFB, NM: Mr. Ed Hopkins,
AFWL/SU (LOGMARS), AUTOVON 246-0571.

c. ATC Test site at Lowry AFB, CO: CMSgt William C. Head, 3415
CMS/MAAP, AUTOVON 926-3966.

d. MAC Test site at Kirtland AFB, NM: Mr. Larry Townsend, 1550
AMS/MAAP, AUTOVON 244-9939.

3. APPLICATION: Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory Automated
Management System (PAMS).

4. LOCATION: Implementation at 145 Precision Measurement
Laboratories (PMEL) in the Air Force Metrology and Calibration Program.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: TBD

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The use of LOGMARS bar-code technology will
provide more accurate scheduling of Precision Measurement Equipment and
better flow and control of assets within laboratories. PAMS will have
the capability to access real time data that can be used to manage the
total quantities of Air Force Metrology and Calibration program

• .resources.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD.

9. FUNDING STATUS: TBD.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Eight additional laboratories will be
added in the near future.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: The estimated combined annual savings from
the Basic Scheduling System, the Quality Assurance Program, and the
Management Information System is 5.8 million dollars. The estimated
annual savings projected for the Work Load Leveling, Delayed
Calibration and Limited Calibration is 16.0 million dollars.
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13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Save a significant amount of manpower.

b. Eliminate over 70% of the manual functions required by the
*. current system.

c. Increase PMEL productivity.

d. Reduce the laboratories workload by reducing the total number
of Delayed/Limited calibrations performed.

e. Provide PMEL manager with a data base he can access to retrieve
* data which is compiled in the format he requires.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: TBD.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ USAF/ all munitions accounts worldwide.

2. POC: Major Earl B. Christy, HQ USAF/LEYW, AUTOVON 227-2389.

3. APPLICATION: Use of bar code labels on conventional and nuclear
munitions and tactical missiles and components.

* 4. LOCATION: Implementation at over 200 Air Force, ANG and AFRES FK
accounts plus munitions technical training at Lowry AFB, CO.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

C. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: May 1986.

e. Equipment Received: August 1986.

f. Test System: August 1986 - April 1987.

g. System Operational: April 1987.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: To enhance combat support by completely
* automating munitions inventories, reporting and maintenance actions.

The system will provide an independent, stand-alone system designed
exclusively for munitions management.

* 7. BASIC HARDWARE: A microcomputer at each base with several
printers, several video displays, disk drives, portable bar code
readers, and bar code impact printers. The quantities will vary
depending on size of the account and type of mission.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Requirements have been defined, approximately 150
of 300 programs have been completed.

9. FUNDING STATUS: FY 86 - 5 MILLION; FY 87 - 11.2 MILLION; FY 88 -
16.6 MILLION; FY 89 10.4 MILLION; FY 90 - 9.4 MILLION; FY 91 - 4.4
MILLION.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Request for proposal (RFP) due for
imminent release.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Could be applied to Strategic Missiles.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD (US Navy claims 80% reduction in
* inventory time.)
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13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. More accurate data.
b. More timely data.
c. Less costly data.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Initial labeling
* effort will be time consuming.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SiI;T

1. '-IAJCOM/BASE: HQ AFSC

2. POC: Capt John Evans, HQ AFSC, AUTOVON 858-4391.

3. APPLICATION: Equipment Management Accounting System (EMiAS)

4. LOCATION: Nine AFSC Logistics Materiel Control Activities
,.LNCAs) .Implementation sites include the Air Force Weapons
Laloratory, Kirtland AFB, NM: Air Force Geophysics Laboratory,
EasCom AFB, MA; Air Force rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards
AFB, CA; Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH; Rome air Develop4.ent Center, Griffiss

AID, NY; 4950 Test wing, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH; and 6585 Test
GCoup, Holloman AFB, NM.

5. LEAD SITL MILESTONES:

a. Requirement Approval: Feb 83.

b. Specifications Completed by RAJCOM: Feb83.

c. Contract Award: Feb 83.

d. Initial Operating Capability: Sep 83.

e. Final Operating Capability: Sep 85.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Provides the capability to implement
state-of-the-art bar code technology to improve accountability
of over half a billion dollars worth of equipment assets iniU.T&L centers. ERAS will cut the Lime UevoU to inventoris
substantially. Each piece of equipment bears a permanent
polycarbonate label with a bar coded number. The number is the
Ney to accessing equipment account data stored in a mini
conputer. The data includes such information as scheduled
-o-intenance, inspections due, serial number location, and
,atianty, as well as item description.

. BASIC HARDWARE: Mini computer, terminals, portable
Lar-code scanners, bar-code label printer, dot matrix printer,
and autodialer modem.

6. BASIC SOFTWARE: Data base management system, text editing
software for program editing, and command developed software.

"I I . I r rn T T£O. .V and AFSC funding.

10. LQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

!I. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: To remaining 9 RDT&E activities
FY 86.
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12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: At a cost of $1 million, EMAS is expected

to yield an estimated savings of nearly $4 million.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS Or APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Reduced manhours needed to manage.

b. Reduced the potential for fraud, waste, and abuse by providing
improved tracking for equipment loaned or transferred between
activities and used by contractors.

c. Provide real time equipment management and inventory control.

d. Cut the time devoted to inventories.

e. Enhance LMCA productivity.

f. Total visibility of RDT&E equipment.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Initial accounts
to be barcoded will be time consuming.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ PACAF/Hickam AFB, HI.

2. POC: CMSgt. Sayer, HQ PACAF/LGX.

3. APPLICATION: Mobility Operations Base-Level LOGMARS Enhancement
(MOBIL). Purpose of this project is to design a streamlined base-level
cargo mobility process using source data automation and bar coding.

4. LOCATION: HQ PACAF, Hickam AFB, HI.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: TBD.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: This system would place bar code markings on

cargo to be electronically read as each increment is packed, as it is
checked through the marshalling check-in point, and as it is loaded on
the aircraft.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Small computer; storage expansion; bar code

readers; Dot Matrix Printer; Smart Terminal; Printer, high/low speed.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD.

* 9. FUNDING STATUS: TBD.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Possible AF wide implementation.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

-13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Will provide
mobility managers with time marshalled versus scheduled time, cargo
marshalled and location, frustrated cargo status, cargo loaded status,
cargo remaining to be loaded, dangerous cargo and cargo not marshalled
status. It would also automate most of the mobility forms, provide a
record of materiel and equipment accountability for deployment and
provide the basis for an unload/storage plan for use at the deployment
base.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: TBD
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQDA, Pentagon (ODCSLOG).

2. POC: Mrs. Schneider, DALO-PLS, AUTOVON 227-4143.

3. APPLICATION: Accountable Property Inventory System (APIS).

4. LOCATION: Pentagon

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded. Completed.

e. Equipment Received. Completed.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Completed.

6. STAMMIS: Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Combined hardware and software system
operates together to automate the recordkeeping of inventory and enable
the user to take inventory rapidly and accurately. The system produces
reports on demand which enable the user to generate working copies of
inventory status and comply with reporting requirements.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: The word processing hardware required for the
system is presented in general terms so as to describe the basic or
minimum requirements for the system. Each item is discussed in turn,
and all items must be available to ensure the operation of the system.
Important - the word processor must be capable of supporting the CP/M
2.2 Operating System.

a. Microprocessor - the microprocessor must be code compatible
with the Intel 8080 and be currently supporting the required software.
Additionally, it must have 64K bytes of memory, a full American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) keyboard with numeric
keypad, a video display capable of 24 lines of 80 characters,
connection facilities for a printer, communications, and a minimum of
two floppy disk drives of 240K bytes each.

b. Disk storage - the system must have two disk drives. The
minimum requirement is for two 240K byte floppy disk drives.
Alternatively, one of the drives may be substituted for a hard disk
drive of at least 500K bytes if greater storage is needed for larger
inventories. The disk drives may be either 8 inches or 5.25 inches.
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c. Printer - the printer must be constantly available for use by
the system. A minimum of 16 characters per second (CPS) is
recommended, any greater speed is dependent upon the amount of printing
needed in the time allotted. The printer must be capable of printing
132 character positions and support the use of a tractor feeder.
Pin-fed paper is recommended for the production of reports, although
cut sheets may be used.

d. Portable, battery powered bar code reader - the bar code reader
* must support the DOD standard 3-of-9 bar code labels. At least 6,000

data bits of user memory, exclusive of programs, using the ASCII
character set must be available. The system must support teletype
terminal (TTY) communications at a minimum of 300 baud through a Radio
Shack - 232C interface.

e. Bar code labels - DOD standard 3-of-9 bar code labels
containing a five-digit alphanumeric imprinted on label stock of
industry standard quality that can be mounted with its own adhesive to
the items to be inventoried.

f. APIS is currently running on a CPT 8000 word processor.

9. BASIC SOFTWARE:

a. CP/M 2.2 - the operating system required for this application.

b. CBASIC - the programs are written in CBASIC. It is necessary
that the CBASIC Run Program (CRUN238) version of this software be
available for the programs.

10. FUNDING STATUS: The application has been funded by the user.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS.: Equipment was purchased from
*[ industry specifically for this application. The software was purchased

by the Army and is available to interested users.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: USATSA (FY-84).

- 13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: To be completed.

* 14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY • Provides
automated reports and saves time conducting inventories.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None.
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* LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: U.S. Military Academy (USMA).

* 2. POC: Mr. John Mandia, AUTOVON 688-2935/5181.

3. APPLICATION: Cadet Accountability Department Education Textbook
(CADET).

4. LOCATION: U.S. Military Academy (USMA), West Point, NY.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Function Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements. Completed.

c. Project funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Award: Completed.

e. Equipment Received. Completed.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Apr 85.

6. STAMMIS: Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: System will inventory textbooks and collect
data to issue and charge cadets for textbooks.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: PBCRs with laser (8); bar code label printers
- (2); and data collection device (1).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: West point Library Program. Developed by IBIS

- Corporation.

10. FUNDING STATUS: $40,000 (funded).

11. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: System will save USMA $23,000 per year in
reduced labor costs over manual textbook issue program.

12. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS SYMBOLOGY: Cost savings, 50
percent more accurate, speed of operation versus manual method, and
increased accountability.

13. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS SYMBOLOGY: None.
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LO MARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

" 1. tAJCCMvBASE: US Military Academy (USMA)

2. POC: Mr. John P. Mandia, AUOCON 688-2935/5181.

- 3. APPLICATION: Cadet Garment Tracking system.

4. LOCATION: USMA, West Point, NY.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Ccapleted.

c. Project Funds Available: FY 86 (software only).

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received. Conpleted.

f. Test System: FY 86.

g. System Operational: FY 86.

6. STAMI@iS: MAMO1 unique.

7. SYSTEM, DESCRIPTION: Using cloth labels tested at West Point, the system
* will be used to track the manufacture, issue, and turn-in of all garments

manufactured at our Cadet Clothing Factory.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: PBCRs with laser scanner (2); bar code label printer (1);
data collection device (1) (system will utilize existing hardware.)

- 9. BASIC S(FIWARE: To be developed.

* ". 10. FUNDING STATUS: Estimated $8,000 (software only).

11. EQUIPME ACQUISITION STAM'US: Will utilize hardware from our CADET system.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Will allow manager of factory to track daily

nKvement of his inventory which was not available until nnthly inventories were
performed.

13. POSITIVE ASPECIS OF APPLYING LOXMARS M t4CLOGY: Will allow for direct
credit or debit of garment issued or turned in from cadets utilizing less
manpower in a shorter time frame.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

* 1. MAJCOM/BASE: TRADOC.

2. POC: Ms. Babington, AUTOVON 680-3885.

* 3. APPLICATION: Self-Service Supply Center (SSSC)

4. LOCATION: Fort Knox, KY.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Sep 84.

* 6. STAMMIS: Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: System automates accounting and management of
SSSC inventory. Performs point of sale and storage function of SSSC
assets.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Portable bar code reader (1); fixed bar code
readers (2); bar code printer (1); printer converter (1); and acoustic
couplers (2).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Being developed by TRADOC.

10. FUNDING STATUS : FY 84-86 PIF.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: USAISSAA Contract.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: All TRADOC installations during
FY84-86.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Accounting and
inventory control functions will be simplified and done with a higher
level of accuracy.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: TBD.
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LOG3ARS LFAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. VJCCVVBASE: HQ, TRADOC.

2. POC's: Maj. Motley, Mr. Buckley Smith, or Mr. Mike MoGreer, AUrVONJ
927-4334/5063.

3. APPLICATION: LOGZARS Trailer Transfer Points (TTP) Asset Accoutability,
Koea.

4. LOCATION. Camps Casey, Humphries, Carroll, and Pusan, Korea.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: Completed.

6. STA]MIS. Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The application allows visibility of trailer assets
throughout Korea at the touch of a button. Trailers are labeled with a bar
coded identification nunier which is scanned at each trailer transfer point and
the data is transmitted through a modem to the host computer to update the data
base.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: PBCR/Laser (2) at each TIP; Printer (It'FC) (1) and an
* EPROM, BURNER (for burning programs into chips) at HQ 19th Support Comwn1d. WYSE

* personal computers at HQ 19th Support Conrivand and one for each TTP; Intel 310
Systems, one at HQ, and one at 69th Transportation Battalion; Modems for ala

•. transfer and data collection points.

9. BASIC SOX'TIWA1F: Database software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Completed.

-. 11. EQUIPE.1?r ACQUISlTION STATUS: Completed.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: N/A.

* 13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING IO3GMARS TECHN(1,GY: Will provide instant
* visibility of trailer assets throughout Korea.

* 14. NTRATIVE ASPECT OF APPLYING IO3GMARS ITxCHNLCOGY: None.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, FORSCOM.

2. POC: Mr. Justice Bigbie, AUTOVON 588-2198/2647.

3. APPLICATION: Bulk Petroleum Management System (BPMS).

4. LOCATION: Fort McPherson, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Completed.

* 6. STAMMIS: Unique (BPMS).

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Fuel dispensed from transportation motor

pools is accounted for via portable bar code readers. Bar code labels
are attached to vehicles for identification and to the fuel pumps to
identify the type of fuel. Both labels are scanned and the number of
gallons are entered on the portable bar code reader keyboard.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Portable bar code readers (2); modem (1); and
acoustic coupler (1).

In addition to the basic hardware listed above, the system must also
have a converter/receiver and magnetic tape drive located at the
installation mainframe to receive the data for processing in the
mainframe/STAMMIS system. The cost of the converter/receiver is
approximately $20,000; however, it can be shared with other LOGMARS
applications.

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Bar Code reader software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: The application has been funded. The cost of

each application is $6,200. This cost does not include theconverter/receiver and magnetic tape drive cost of $20,000.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Equipment for lead site
applications has been received. Additional equipment for another 20
installations is being procured via a central LOGMARS equipment
acquisition. Deliveries from this procurement began in August 1984.
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12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: FY-84 - 2 installations
FY-85 - 18 installations

* 13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Savings are estimated to be $18,000

"" annually per installation.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Eliminates
manual worksheets and keypunching requirements. Increases
accountability accuracy.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Minimal
personnel training.
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*LG(,APS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJOR ARMY COMMAND (IACOM) /BASE: FORSCOM.

2. POCs: Mr. Risk, Fort Hood, AUTOVON 737-3490; WJ Davis, Fort Stewart,
' AUTVON 870-3659.

3. APPLICATION: Installation Property Book.

4. LOCATION: Fort Hood and Fort Stewart.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipgient Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equilmient Received: Coupleted.

*i f. Test System: Copleted:

9. System Operational: Copleted.

6. STAMMIS: DIO Property Book - This application is a duplication of the Arfy
S Medical Department Property Book Accounting System (AMEDDPAS) for which the

Office of The Surgeon General (TSG) is the functional proponent and US Army
Health Service Command (USAHSC) is the proponent agency. USAHSC has lead site

* responsibility for AMEDDPAS. Additional data is shown in section H.

7. SYSTEMI DESCRIPTION: The systems printer will produce a bar coded label/
*.- tag with appropriate identification number for attachment to each piece of

property requiring property book accountability. Portable bar code scanners
will be used to conduct regulatory inventories instead of the current method of
producing hard copies by hand receipt/inventory data. inventories will be
conducted by accountable property personnel in their respective area. Upon
copletion of the scanning process, the data contained in the portable scanner
will be transmitted through an acoustic coupler to the converter/receiver for
subsequent interface with mainframe compuiter/STAMIS.

* 8. BASIC HARWIARE: Portable bar code readers (9); bar code printer with CRT
(1); printer converter (1); modem (1); and acoustic coupler (1).

In addition to the basic hardware listed above, the system must also have a
converter/receiver and magnetic tape drive located at the installation mainframe
to receive the data for processing in the mainframe/STA14IS system.
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The cost of the converter/receiver is approximately $20,000; IcweveL,

it can be shared with other LOGMARS applications.

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Bar code reader software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: The application has been funded. The cost of
each application is $39,100. This cost does not include the
converter/receiver and magnetic tape drive cost of $20,000.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Equipment for lead site
* applications has been received. Additional equipment for another 22
* installations is being procured via a central LOGMARS equipment

acquisition. Deliveries from this procurement are scheduled to begin
in May 1984.

* 12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: FY 84 - 10 installations.
FY 85 - 12 installations.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Savings are estimated to be $2,600
annually per installation.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Provide
quarterly property book accountability accuracy and speed up the

* inventory process.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Current bar code
equipment configuration calls for the transmission of data in the
handheld terminal to a converter/receiver device where it is stored on
a magnetic computer tape. This tape is input into an AMEDDPAS
processing cycle. With the current extension of project VIABLE to all
CONUS installations and its communication capabilities, a more
efficient method of transmitting data would be input directly to a
computer at the supporting regional data center (RDC) for storage on
disk until an AMEDDPAS cycle was processed, thereby eliminating the

* requirement for the converter/receiver.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, FORSCOM

2. POC: CPT Taylor, AUTOVON 927-4289/5785.

3. APPLICATION: Automated Cargo Documentation System.

* 4. LOCATION: Fort Eustis, VA., 7th Transportation Group.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received. Completed.

f. Test System. Completed.

g. System Operational: Completed.

6. STAMMIS: Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The systems printer will print bar coded

labels which will be attached to cargo being loaded on ships, providing
irtran st visibility of cargo in an automated mode to greatly
facilitate control and rapid unloading/movement at the port of entry.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: PBCR (30) bar code printers (5); and acoustic

couplers (5).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Bar code reader software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Funded.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION : None

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Increase the
speed of loading vessels and facilitating the control of materiel.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None.
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LLOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET
1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, FORSCOM

2. POC: CPT Sue Junkers, AUTOVON 870-8127

3. APPLICATION: Retail Receiving/Receipt Processing
(Divisional DSU) Class IX.

4. LOCATION: Fort Steward, GA, and 24th ID (Mech).

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test System: May 84.

g. System Operational: Jun 84.

6. STAMMIS: DS4.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The system will read bar coded labels
being produced and affixed to materiel at depot operations. The

* label will contain the required receipt data elements (D6S/DD
Form 1348-1) on each unit pack destines for the using unit.
Receipt of inbound materiel will be accomplished using scanning
equipment to record the necessary data directly off the materiel
and entry of selected data by the operator. The receipt data
will be stored in the scanning device for subsequent transmittal

* to a host computer for data entry and processing in DS4.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Fixed bar code reader (1); portable bar
code readers (4); and bar code printer (1).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Bar code reader software and Sycor
software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: The lead site application has been funded

at an estimated cost of $90,000.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION: Completed.

- 12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: None.

"* 13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.
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14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: The system will
reduce errors by bar code identification of materiel and eliminate the
manual completion of documentation.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: New equipment
training and acceptance can be a problem.

.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET
a.

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, FORSCOM.

* -2. POC: Mr. Coats, AUTOVON 737-7711.

3. APPLICATION: Maintenance Automated Job Order Reporting
System (MAJORS).

4. LOCATION: Fort Hood, TX.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Completed.

6. STAMMIS: Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Maintenance job order status is
tracked through the installation maintenance facility using bar
code scanning devices and CRTs at each of 32 work stations.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Bar code readers (32) attached to existing
CRTs.

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Funded.

S11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Not to be considered for
extension until completion of test evaluation.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Instant
*- status of individual work orders is available.

" 15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None.

E-5
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, FORSCOM

2. POC: Mr. Vick, AUTOVON 737-5803

3. APPLICATION: SAILS Inventory Location Survey.

4. LOCATION: Fort Hood, TX.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Jul 84.

6. STAMMIS: SAILS (Fort Hood) unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The systems printer will produce bar coded
storage labels with appropriate bar coded data. A bar code scanner
will be used, in lieu of cards or listings, to perform physical
inventory and location survey functions. Data required to accomplish
either function will be downloaded from the host computer/STAMMIS into
the portable scanning device. The operator will be prompted by the
device to perform appropriate inventory or location survey procedures.
Upon completion of the function, the data records in the scanning
device will be transferred to the host computer for STAMMIS processing.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Portable bar code readers (10); bar code printer
with CRT (1); printer converter (1); Modem (1); and acoustic coupler1)1.

* 9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner software and software to interface with
* STAMMIS system.

10. FUNDING STATUS : Funded - $57,300.

S11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed

* 12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Test application is not currently
exportable to other installations. (Awaiting VIABLE.)

E-6
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13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Estimated to save $6,000 annually per
- installation.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS 'ECHNOLOGY: Greater accuracy
and reduced inventory/location survey time.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None yet noted.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJOR ARMY COMMAND (MACOM)/BASE: HQ, FORSCOM.

h"2. POC: Ms. Davis, AUTOVON 929-2888/5317.

3. APPLICATION: Receipt Processing.

4. LOCATION: For-t Ord, CA and 7th Infantry Division (Light).

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Function Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Jul 84.

e. Equipment Received: Nov 84.

f. Test System: Jan - Mar 85.

g. System Operational: 1 Mar 85.

6. STAMMIS: SAILS and DS4 Interface.

- 7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The use of LOGMARS technology in the
retail receiving process is predicated on bar coded labels being

*' produced and affixed to matetiel at depot operations. The label
'. will contain the required receipt data elements (DS6/DD Form

1348-1 on each unit pack destined for the using unit. Receipt
*" of inbound materiel will be accomplished using scanning

equipment to record the necessary data directly off the materiel
and entry of selected data by the operator. The receipt data
will be stored in the scanning device for subsequent transmittal
to a host computer for data entry and processing in the SAILS in
the SAILS and DS4 systems.

*' 8. BAS1C HARDWARE: Bar code printer (1); portable bar code
*readers (10); converter/receiver (1); and acoustic couplers (2).

* 9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner Software.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Completed.

S11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: In process.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: None.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE NEW LOGMARS SYSTEM: TBD.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF' THE NEW LOGMARS SYSTEM: TBD.
E-7
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AMC

2. POC's: Ms. Scaman, AMC , AUTOVON 284-8497; Ms.Miller,
Tooele
Army Depot (TEAD), AUTOVON 790-2632.

3. APPLICATION: Ainmunition Inventory/Location Survey.

4. LOCATION: Tooele Army Depot, UT

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify functional requirements: Completed

b. Identify hardware requirenments: Completed

c. Project funds available: Completed

d. Equipment contract awarded: Completed

e. Equipment received: Completed

f. Test system: Apr 84 - Mar 85

g. System opt-rational: Jun 85

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Portable bar code readers (PBCRs) will
be
downloaded from the mainframe depot computer with the location
information necessary to prompt inventory counters to the proper
inventory location. The storage locations will be identified
with the bar coded labels.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: PBCRs (8), bar code impact label printers
(2),
microprocessor with line printet and video display (1), and disk
drives (2).

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Download of physical inventory file to
microprocessor; develop printer format for label; format
programs for inventory prompting toutines.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Estimate -$80,000 (funded).

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Local buy.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: To be proliferated at 14 sites
in
1985.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Cost benefit analysis will be
completed not later than 6 months aftet application becomes
operational.

F-1
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13. POSITIVE ASPECTS Ok' APPLYING LOGMARS TECIINOLOGY:

a. Accurate and timely capture of data.

b. Elimination of keypunching and punch cards.

c. Reduction of travel time by inventory counters.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Initial labeling
effort will be costly arid time consuming.

F- .
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LCGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AMC

2. POC: Mr. Fred E. Nevarr, AMC, AUTOVON 284-9238.

3. APPLICATION: Automated Labor Production System (ALPS) (applicable to
maintenance directors only).

4. LOCATION: Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD), TX

5. LEAD SITE MILESIUNES:

a. Identify functional requirements: Completed.

b. Identify hardware requireents: Completed.

c. Project funds available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment received: Completed

f. Test System: Completed

g. System operational: Completed.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTICN: Bar code input by reading labels to identify and
permit access to the system. May also be used to identify job order number,
project control number, and operational project codes.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: SCANMARK Printer Markem MDLU1233 ($13,500).

8. BASIC SOFTWARE; Not applicable.

,. 9. TYPE SYSTF4: MACCM-unique.

10. FUNDING STATUS; No funding required. Uses same equipment as Maintenance
Shop Floor System (MSFS).

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Same as for MSFS

* 12. EXTENSION CF APPLICATION: Same as for MSFS. Plan being developed for
follow-on (non-MSFS) applications.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: NA

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOXMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Reduces manual entry of input data.

b. Permits on-line initial validation of data entered.

F-2
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c. Reduces error rate.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS rIECHNOLOGY: Bar code labels
*easily destroyed/irtutilated thereby causing a "no read."

F-2.1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: HQ, AMC

2. POCs: Mr. Tozser, AMC, AUTOVON 284-9273; Mr. Guldin, Letterkenny
Army Depot (LEAD), AUTOVON 238-7652.

3. APPLICATION: Automated Self-Service Supply CenteLs (ASSSC).

4. LOCAI'ION: LEAD, Chambeisbui~g, PA.

5. LEAD SiTE MILESTONES:

a. IderiLify functional requirements: Completed.

b. ldentify hardware Lequirements: Completed.

C. Project funds available: Completed.

j. Equipmarit contract awarded: Completed

e. Equipioent received: Completed

f. Test system: Completed.

g. System opjeational: Completed.

* 6. SISTEM DESCRIPTION: After affixing bar coded labels to each item,
* automated inverntoiies will be conducted, recotded, and verified using

PBCRs. The baL code label will also be used on credit cards to
identify customers and to provide a sales receipt identifying each item
that the customer has purchased and the individual cost of the item.

, 7. BASIC HARDWARE: Microprocessor, PBCRs with wand scanners,
keyboard console, video display unit, line printer, bar code label
printer, and acoustic couplers.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Ryan McFarland, common business-oriented language~COBOL,).

9. FUNDING STATUS: Estimate - $33,000 (funded).

10. EQU1PMEN1 ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: To be proliferated at 25 sites in 1964
onj 1985.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Not complete. Initial review indicates,,
- bur code label input entr-y, label generation, inventory, and reordering

_ uvings as oppuoed to manua]/semiautomated pLocedures, Cost benefit
analysis will be completed 6 months after application becomes
uperational.

F-3
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13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Will reduce time
spent on sales receipts, posting customer balances, inventory balances,
and Leorder quantities.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Will require
irnitial iek.ou ce expenditures to cteate labels, post current unit
pr.ces, and set up customer accounts.

F-3.1
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LOGZ,4Ah> I ,:.AD S Y . DA'iA Jti},EY

I . .. .:K .... ... > iL ; lL., ANC.

P'...-. oL tun Depot Systeits Conmuand, (DESC0i) ALLTUVLN
8-79 2,; F. 'Jo, .g, DESCO'I AlITUVOIN 238-7921.

. . i .,,:.. Aut;atcd Tool Control Lnvuntory System (AIdCS)

'. .:uCL A-r'y Depot (TEAD) ,UT and Sacrarmntc ALiiy Depot

.. / ' . i, , , , :,.'' d l:

i,' , :, ment I: Coipieted.

L'. !.Jl I e len:/ s: Completed.

..... :Pt&; &. <: in> , i able: FY-85.

U: I L 1) L jI k-t w Iu _ded: ,lay 84.

-. Zz JLIQ LP L j ' e_ Ci. N]o" 85.

f. TeUt ' Lc:: tNov 85 - Jan 86.

cj. Sy2,*e. opeaLtuai; a.: Feb 86.

6. SYSTEM DLSC [P'JON. ATC S will use bar cod rig technojogy nrl tile
?c, 'ow i'g VKa§<:,:

a. S-utC-' d Lu Ln . In order to receive oL turn i1 a too.i,
1 0U . ! t E w,] u I t it a bai coded identification badge to tne tool

lib attendant. witn the bar code reader interfaced with cathode ray
e :.Ts) at tri tool crib counters, the attendant with key/scan in

e oI a L r)atU tran'a on. The bar code on the identilication badge
wJi ' bc LcannU( -nJ computer checks will. automatically be performed to
~. .tic~n b < caI dity. Tihe attendant also scans the tools issued
andio iecelved. Upon transaction termination, the computer, tool, and
* .i-~o. fi re:; cmc up'qraded automatically. A hard copy of the

muei/rccipt will utomatically be generated for the customer.

. .riveritoy. Barcoded location and tool identification labels
I! be UcarlneJ w th a PBCR. Items will be counted by the operator and

qLontjty .eycd intc, the PBCR. Upon completion of all scheduled
invnrvnoi r, t 11 -tta wi I] be uploaded to the computer for records

B iI'IALAJ;: Mic ocomputerr, I ne printers, CRTs, fixed bar
. . i . , }'IW 1, nd 2;, a I impact bat code printer.

. ,AI<L ; T~)
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9. 'UNDING STATUS: Completed.

iu. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Programmed for acquisition rl FY-U5
by United States Army information Systems Selection and AcquiItiun
Ayency (USAISSAA).

* 11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: It will be extended to 13 depots ifl
Fi -6.

* i'. COST BENEFiT ANALYSIS: Initial estimates predict a cost avoidance

of approximately $400,000 per year.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOIOGY:

a. Increased productivity.

b. improved accuracy.

c. BeLter management control.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Tools do nov
lend themselves to bar code labels and, at the present time, iaser
etching does not appea, to be economical.

F
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I IyT 1.1TI 'llpj HpVII

- Scsir,%-V, AtJ7IMVUt! 284-3497; Mr. Gir161d, NQ'\D, AUJhVON

- ~ ~ " ciSp i\nventor , arid Locaition Survey.

-(w, ,u~ti-)~ I and, P A.

u.;cxl ct I; A flJ iet: Comle~cted -

'It V, 1is L ct01-eret1 Comp-leted.

U 2. &.aittbc:Cole-cteo.

- ~ ~ cs warded:! Completed.

* ~ n SOt \ co:Cole~ted.

* :ci:v0 eted .

JL(!,- ti! a] Comid ete0l.

J. F -4I it'!. awl be downloaded front the mainframne depot

uxcj '1 1 irifoiitation necessaiy to picinpt iniventory counters toj
-r !ot .op. lie starLoi locati ons will be Identi fied withi

I .L( L -I1 tfI wit I(-'r L~ri (31) and dlot matrix bar code

d- f xoaual bar codec reader capabil iLy; develop priiteti
)0 i r, Lt 1Iw' c~~;rapatii Thy to oipcatc in cuality check mode.

~~, v S'r~q i'iote 240.,000 (funded).

4iti"J IE "hTS Courj 1 eted

Ai T itX iTuI: TO be 1,olifErated at 13 sites, in 1986.

./Wi.5<-Co", ert fit analysis will be comleted not latei-
'I I j 1 ckjt1l It 0*i oV Oji~dainald.

:i} !7 !C;.t TECHNOUXCY:



* b. Elimination of Keypunching.

-~ c. Reduction of travel time by inventory' counters.

-14. NrATIVE\I; ASPEX2TS Or APPLYING UXMIAR TE)CIIN0OLY: Initial storage location
labeling effort will be costly and time consuming



TO-

1 ~x..r.L.?u~tUJ -:1&nc ALscniJl (RIL) IL, AUTV2 793-3900.

* ~ ~ . lkI IIilto juiA1icnt M~anagjment Bar Code Jnetr.sc

* r ~I~'.C~\' I~e~u~ic& R~c.Lii &Dcvclopacrit Conv~aid,Fort M ronw-utkI,,N

; .. Oruji XIiEl~t eq: Compl)]eted.

if'; 1 ,,,WA iuUJw(i LcAurncnts,: Comleted

- - (jct furid, &,voi]able: Completed

* ~ stcCoCmplette.

tc ekaiorW : Completed.

* *~ol iDSCJIP110EN: Will piovide a systert for conductin9j phy-sical
-~Of IiSt,DlatiOn' eo uI..Ienlt U!sJto a PBCR to scan labels attached to

* r a,i to be inveritotied.

.1. iCHAT~dAL:PI3CR-s with wand scanner,,, acoustic couplers, and baj cckc

--S C SOP'II.IoRI;: CCLGIL appl icat ions proj rams.

* . ; iI~ D ~ ] Ui m S: stin a e d - $23 ,000 (fu nd e )

1 - * IT iCQUIS1TCILN STKIlLS: USISSAA acquisition.

,r'CN (VL APP tC-AiiN: To be(- proliferated at 21 sites in 1984, 24 sites
,arc sitesL in, 1986.

i)L i' J ANAlYSS:S System is, estimated to save $6.1 million durinty the
01o O[Aelatiofl by reducing the timi-e required to do inventories.

iijVL ASPECT1S OF APPLYIIC, LCGMNIAS 'IF;C NOkaY: Will reduce inventoLy
ioatc S 6G VL~ecent.

i~-~-1. 7 ~;StA~IYi /XiL~ Tk'iIq0iNLCY: Will r ecpu l ifl 1 izL,]
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CIGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SIJEET

-1. M'iAJC0.IVBASE: HQ, Af4C

2. POC: Mr. Ricky Morton, DESCOM, AUTOVON 238-7926.

3. APPLICATION: Maintenance Shop Floor System (MSFS).

4. LCATTN. Corpus Christi ALM/ Depot (CCAD), TX.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify functional requirements: Completed.

* b. Identify Hardware rc-qirerents: Completed.

c. Project funds available: Completed.

d. Equi~lcent contract awarded: Completed

e. Equilment received: Completed.

f. Test system: Completed.

9. System operational: Completed.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Bar code technology will perrdt data for tracking
repazables between shops and/or work centers to be input directly by scanning
the label with a FBCR and inmidiately updating the transaction files. When

-' PBCRs are used, transactions will be stored until shift end and then uploaded to
the nainfraome for subsequent processing.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: PBCRs (65); bar code printets (12); FBCRs (23); one
microprocessor, 48k; arnd two floppy disk drives with erasable program menmory
writer.

*," 8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Application program generator software.

* 9. FUNDING STATUS: Completed.

I,. EQU11,1P4' ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

- 1]. EZTFNSION OF APPLICATION: Six sites in 1986.

]2. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Cost benefit analysis will be completed 6 months
after application becormes operational.

. 13. POITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Reduce manual entry of input data.

b. Permits on-line initial validation of data entered.

F-7
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c. RcducelxT O-ioCi rzate.

d. Provides datia ir, a timely maruine.

e. Permits fie>.ibil.t in develujbment of ttrnsactions.

A. NFIGATIV ASPBX1'I OF TdINY~IN (iMG TQ]I'COIJY:

L . Software (:64ki~u1.. ties restrict scope of a1)Jicatio,.

'L. Barcoded lzbeli z, casily deszroyed/rutilated, thereby causingy a "nio

C.P21eveitiv e r-,;ijrtteriance of equijuent is expensive.



'K -- : . - -

.(X21AP; IEAD SITE DAqA SIUEET

,. J. t AJCctVDASF: HQ, AMC

2. POCs: Nr. Toner, AMC, AUTOV U 284-8800; Mr. Ricky Morton, DESCCtM, AUTOVON
* 238-72G; Or. Suazo, Sacranento Army Depot (SAAD), AUTOVON 839-2153; Mr. Ruth,
* Sharpe Arrn Depot (SHAD), ALYIUVC 462-2143.

3. APPLILATION: Vholesale Receiving.

4. LC2AICN. SHAD & SAAD, CA.

5. ,FAD SITE: tILES JTENS:

a . Identify functional requirements: Completed.

b. Identify hardware requirements: Compileted.

c. Project funds available: Completed.

d. Equipment contract awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment received: Completed.

f. Test system: Completed.

. System operational: Jun 85.

6. SYSi.A DESCRII'ON:

- a. Processing wholesale -receipts to record.

(1) After materiel is received from procurement sources, it is assigned
a receipt control number and a cursory review is performed in a designated
c.taging area. For parcel receipts which can be conveyed to the CRT site, the
riaterie) will be released to the quality assurance (QA) decision xoint station
where a QA insjctor will be equipped with a bar code reader connected to the
adjacent CeZT site. If the materiel displays a barcoded national stock number
Q (.S4), the inspector will be able to scan the NSN to perform the QA data
irlui ry. Aftet nateriel processing responsibility has been determined at the
decision point station, parcel receipts will be identified and classified while
on the receiving line (alternative 1). Upon completion of identification and
classification, the parcel receipts will be conveyed to the CRT site for
prepositioned materiel receipt dociment (PMRD) data. When materiel displays a
barcoded ISN, a laser bar: code reader connected to the CRT unit will be used to
scan the NSN and procurement instruent identification nunber (PIIN). This will
in turn initiate an inquiry into the PMRD file (0701 sector segment of SAF001
file) to Letrieve the PmRD(s) which correspond from the file, thus, reducing the
requirerent for manual key-ii of data by the ClI Operator to nine data elements.
If the mt-teriel does not display bar code data or a PMRD is not available, the
UAFOI task will have to be ritanually keyed in by the CRT operator.

F-8
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(2) Pc ) brk receipts; whi:ch cannot. be conveycd to a CRT site, mrieil
La~xxcdNSTV and] FPIN W 1l bre idenitified dulirly the LUESory ieview.A

L),' ti rcode Susp1ense controil rairiei (SMN will be attached to the
e! el and duplicate barcoded SCV will be attached to the receipt doculient.

LtinOf tic cursory rcvicw, petformed in the sare manner c;E
1the barUcoded materiel will be iouted to the appropliate

(I 'c ~s; ii Wion stat ion. Tlie QA inspector or cupply ci arsf I -
Lii PBCP, will1 scan the SCN, , and PlIN, with ti I dta bc~nc

V'Ll Jn ie:bc jcdet ernal . Aftet the iiter je] has Leer, identifi cc andi
l.A.. Lu pior I( release- of (3ocuf;otation to the CIr Lite, the:.

/ 1 clase ;will load the bar code ieadei into an upload/download
G tlie informyation scanned to a suspense file. Once the i if ormat.ion

tle corresponding receipt docunient can be released0 to thec CRTi Eite.
t Vi(,, (JcCUDICIL wA th a Lar coded Sa:I -, Cdclvfeu io thle CRT Site, th e

ECLJ1ppciJ with a Ilaser b)ar code reader connected to the =I unit,
C kU ilt'cli initioie's an inquiry into th-e suspen.5e file_ to i-etzieve
A 'C0 cccdtit orso with the SCN. Uponf retrieval of thie

L ,ordl ief _1zct m:y the NSN and PI IN for a part icular receipt, a, pirram
titdto 6ccess_ the PM) file to retrieve the Pf!WD(s-) whichi

' wti, Ljt N2.1' and PYrN. If a PMRUD is available the data will be
* ... ~foir t tdc liito & UAICI task, reducinrg -1lenents-. If the ce(ipt

iii; om o I opIIay a ba~ coded SON or a PMRD i not aveil'able, Llie UAf-1l
........il i hvte to Lh- o nua-i 3 keyed3- i by the C'RT operatr, Af ter receipt data

t,-nj Leti ieved( jind/or keyed in, the UAP0l task is entered into the liost
* h.o~jc~l e f the UWF01 ta.k by the host cor~bptei Ni I genei zate

~u. o. Li1* ocit, 1381-I, to facilitate processing th~e receipt t~o luotion.
enr_ 4N;]-1 w'3 l be <t -ached to mteriel in the ,,zje marnra

)Cee inghls reeiW tolcto.fateriel will bc- conveyed to

Lc iea. Upon ax rival at the ;Loragje area, the mater'el iekxelt will
E m wacehuse~nai o thc assigned location ref lected on thie U5EA&C~

-61 mnce at- tie assiu.,ned l ocation, the wareb~ouseman, egu i ppeu wit L
can he rossrefi:enice numb~er and assigned locatioLacdenth

i! 1381-1 If the assiigned location is a bin, tie Wareho aiQA1ChE1 WillI
r,'o uI.ed to rican a pe-rma-nent barcoded locaitionl label attachedi to the bin

-e*-if.'.cation that hie is at the correct locationl. if the ass:,,igned loc.Dticn
! liIr;te wirebouseri will have the olption to key an alternate location Into

r '4' to record thie Location in %%hici the materiel is actually stowed. After
iiou ,ertan coipletez, s-towing all the receipts,, the bar code(_ leader is'

* ~ c(-rtral upload/download ccvice which will ps.- Me data t, thi ioxt
* je i a 1eo61c: bais lTe data f romn the warehouse Jb,*rar code ieader will
* i. ~ ~ucior;e out th~e receipt location recoid].



C. , _itA collect.ion. V, inslxccot-i, j1uiJ.1.d wiLh IJ;CI., will build the
* Leceipt inspection records via key and/or scan entry. The PBCRs will be

procranved to edit data entry to assure prolkr format and character selection.
At the end of the work shift, the QA inspector will take their PBCRs to an
adjacent upload/download device which will pass the receipt record data to tie
host coriquter.

7. BASIC IAPMARE: Cathode ray tubes (12); PBCRs with lasers (156); FBCRs
with Lasers (13); bar code printers/style A (10); dot matrix bar code prirItEJ.is
(11); acoustic couplers (31); nridems (7); cradles (40); and miricoriputets (2).

8. BASIC SCMWF:

a. Four application programs are to be developed on the minicomputer for
the PBCR. Procrams will include an initialization nodule which will scan 0r1K
i.-.tc, Lecoids previously dowLloaded to the scannei i,er)ry, manipulate data, and
create an output file in one or more different formats to be uploaded to the
host conputet via RS-232C interface.

b. Et c:t program to tranlsfer PMRD file to inirticoniputer.

c. Extract program to download file to ;rlnt loose issue label and bin
stcLge re:uesit label.

d. Printer format to bar code loose issue label and bit storage request
labei.

S'. FLiND1W STATUS: SHAD- $465,000; SAAD - $367,000 (funded)

10. E-XJIPfQT ACQUI S:ON STAUS: USA1SSWA acquisition.

11. DEIS&IO(, OF APPLICATIN: TO be proliferated at 11 sites in 1985-1986.

12. CWi1 BNEUI'T ANALYSIS: To be provided 6 months after application becomes
operational.

].3. PCSIT)VE ASPFCTS OF APPI,Y.NG I kGMAR '.I 1HNG]kt(Y:

a. E&.tir ,ated 6 percent increa[.e in pioductivity.

b. Increased accuracy in stock accountability.

C. Reductiori of materiel release order (MO) denial.; and lost stock.

'. NFGATIIE ASPFOrS OF APPLYING LOGF-APS TF.CKMOLOY: People's attitude of
"that's riot the way we used to do it" -- reeducation.

F-8.2
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LcCNAFIU' I ]'NAJ'1 I,. SA~ HEET

* 3. W-VOCU/hAE: HQ, AMC

2. PcCs. Ma:. Tori, AMC, AUT)CV'Uj 2F,4-8800; Mt. Ricky florton, DESCaI.1, AUJ'I JN
4'31't7926, Mr T-idw,,ell, Anniston Army Depot (AD)), iUIhCVOU 694-626; 14r. I~jei,
}IcdPjve Arimy Depot (R1RAD), AUrAMICJ C9-90

.APPLICATiON: IViE-le3e Shipping.

.LCMATI O: E1PAD, 9A, and ANAL, AL

LE-AD SI TE NMIL LJSTCNES:

a.identify funi'.L i* ,Eu emrt: Comp.)leted

b. Tdertify hardware requirericrnt.,:. Completed.

c. Project fund.,. avEaIlabje: Completed.

0. E uiexrit contract awarded: Completed.

e. F~quij~i A~ :vC: Coitp -'cd.

f. Test syster.,: Apr-Jun 85.

System Opeiatiorl: Jun 85.

6. SYSTUM I)ESCFIP]'CtN: The LO1iAEkS who esale shi.ppinyj application ccorsi sts' of
Jt U.~t~ilyd~ta -etr for stock selection, pie eeivzt on and packaging,
r'r.io ia ii-~ ~ii~ntpck, and loading of the-. carrier. Bar coding wEl]

IuLed to &LtC~iote daaetyb he use of portable and fixed bar code
e- 6rs,. r~os wEl' be tracked automatica] Jy through the entire shippiiy 'rocSs

a canriin, the hai coded shijjwernt p) anning worksheet/erial Jine nunber on the
Sui. eit DD Foir i 1 48 r -lA (DOD Single Line item Re]e eas/Recei-pt Doxuumei;t (With

* dc er~Label)) at RRAD ard iii the proposed r~eceipt control docurer4/pick ticket
ot ANXl). The( icceipt data foriii geyierated at ANMD wi,'! t-. bar code,6 with the

- - Q~a'.il. nuurber, IZSN, and sbii~meii planning worksheet (SEVW) rnurber. The DD Form.r
'1348-1,A yere neated at iz7,L .i]be bar coded witi. the SPW nujbeL.

1. -AS3 HA1vAE PBP-wt] ..r anners (133); FFCrs- with laser rScanners
~~~28)~~~ -iuti 1) ~aj& p) iior utis (2) and cathode ray tubes

'Ci,.) (14).

E1i'SC S$CEiMARL:

Scafluk1. software will need five apilicatiolr jl!cjr-ams' devel(cjkx oi, a 2
~o i~j~c~esor.Each progiaw will include an, initiz) ivati or r,~h L

.1... . e. L(.', PiCVJOLIL)1 downiiozaocd IC c. ( i obc, (.L iE.& rioefloI

; nl ulaie data, zalti cicate outiaut f iles, irt one ti rore dif fei -nt fr iA -o%'kk bc
A 1doaUE(, 'Lc the lIC.A conritei viz, PS-232C interface.

P- 9



Fecquiied software wJ1 p-o\ide the inefc caaiiybtenteSadr

Fxtiact ~ ~ ~ f piow~ji t M iy filte to ptiriter.

01. PFi'er format and conveislon to bar codE.

9. FU1-TIA~N STATUS; REAE) - $y468,000; JiNAD -$242,000. (funded)

* 310. EWJIP1ENI' ACQQ1STTO!'Q,' E UVTUS: Local pito(UeIjoet foi high speed j~rinters
- and centralized procurement for all other equiprezi

* 31. PY'YET:N1:-j- (F' APPL.TCATION: To be etermine.

12. COST BE24EFIT ANALYSIS: To be providEdl 6 rjotl{1, aftei zpplication becofies.
operational.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTrS OF' APPLY ING LCX3MS ITIPCHNOXY.

a. E.,timated 6 jpeicul. 3i;(( i F it i-- ductivity.

b. Increased accuracy in stock ,(-lcctioni and s1'iprent.

c. Reduction~ oaf 1!RC deilials.

di. Increased resp~onse time to cancellation £eciuests.

e. kAutowiated tr;c klnuq of ttRs.

f. Incueased visibility of material beino ~~c.~dfrs4nrt

g. Better nmanageuierit. control as a r esul t of automated workload for
enm.loyees zand vrajrient. reports.

3 4. 14-GA'iXi OPi~i~( APPLYIN G LCXGhARS 51-ChNOLXY:

z. Retrainiing of wazrehouzte personnel in use of ecquilve-ent and procedures.

b. AIMD personnel will have to bc-vu..c ow3 edreable about n'ew shipping

F-9
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r" LOG ARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. 1.AJCCVBASE: HQ AMC

2. POC: MR. RCBERT SM EIT, DESCCNI, autovon 238-7935.

3. APPLICATIC;V: Totl] Pzckage/Unit Materiel Fielding.

t. ICCATI.: AD and Mainz, Germany.

5. LEAD SITE MUSMIICES: To be developed.

6. SYS Ej DESCRIPII'lRN: Wen natetie] received, a bar code label wiJ I Le
alied to the nteriel which is then pt into storage. When a call fc ,id
i .e is received as the package is 4sseitled, each ite is scarirod to c u c

a jzckaging list and a confirmation document. When materiel is received by the
consignee, they will scan the bar code labels to accomplish the iecc;t ji ucc ,8.

7. BASIC IIARDWARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SCFIWARL: To be developed.

9. FUNDING STAJS: To be developed.

10. EUJIPMENT ACQUISITION STA1 S: To be developed.

11. 17TE-4SION OF APPLICATION: To be proliferated to all Package Piocebsin
Points and staying areas.

12. CO*6] BENEFIT ANALYSIS: To be determined.

.3. POSITIVE ASPECTS CF APPLYING LC(W4. TEPC1H4OLY: TBD.

14. NEGATIVI ASPECT Ch' M*APLYING Lk2X1i4RS TECHNOLOGY: TBD.

F-10
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LOGFMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: USATSA

2. POC: Mr. White, USATSA, AUTOVON 687-4248.

3. APPLICATION: Property Book Accountability of Commissary
Equipment.

4. LOCATION: Southeast Commissary Reqion.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Function Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test System: Nov 85.

g. System Operational: Dec 85.

6. STAMMIS: Commissary Property Book. This application is a
duplication of the Army Medical Department Property Accounting
System (AMEDDPAS) for which the Office of the Surgeon General
(OTSG) is the functional proponent and US Army Health Services

-. Command (USAHSC) is the proponent agency. USAHSC has lead site
responsibility for AMEDDPAS.

" 7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: AMEDDPAS to be used for commissary
*. equipment, property accountability, automated inventory, life

cycle management forecasting, and maintenance costs data.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Portable bar code readers (5);
*converter/receiver (1); couplers (5); and modems (1).

* 9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner software equipment designed to

*- interface with AMEDDPAS.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Estimated - $24,000 (funded).

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: USAISSAA central contract.

. 12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: FY 84-85 -all commissary regions
- and 141 commissaries worldwide.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

G-1
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14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: AMEDDPAS will

allow the Army Commissary System to maintain total visibility of

equipment inventory worldwide and enhance equipment accountability,

maintenance, and life cycle costs.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: NA.

G-..
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: USAHSC.

2. POC: MAJ Prather, USAHSC (HSLO-PR), AUTOVON 471-4308/7873.

3. APPLICATION: Inventory of Property Book Assets.

* 4. LOCATION: Worldwide (Army Hospitals) Prototype Fort Stewart, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Prototype Development: Completed.

b. Identify Function Requirements: Completed.

c. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

d. Project Funds Available: Completed.

e. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

f. Equipment Received: Completed.

g. Prototype Test: Completed.

h. Prototype Operational: Completed.

6. STAMMIS: Interfaced with the STAMMIS Army Medical Department
. Property Accountability system (AMEDDPAS).

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: For this LOGMARS application, property assets
will be inventoried using a PBCR to record bar code data printed on a
label affixed to each accountable item of equipment. The bar code on
the label is a unique identification number locally assigned to the
piece of equipment in the AMEDDPAS data base. The area (hand receipt)

*where the inventory is being conducted, date, and identification of the
person conducting the inventory is manually entered into a PBCR, then
every label found in the selected area is scanned. The collected data
are passed to a receiving/collection device over a communications line
where they are stored on a computer tape for batch input processing
during the next AMEDDPAS operating cycle. A "results of inventory"
report is provided to reconcile discrepancies between that physically
recorded and that found on the data base.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner software was developed specifically for
this application and is designed to interface with AMEDDPAS.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Funds are to be obtained from the DOD
productivity investment fund allocation. Full funding for Army medical
department (AMEDD) activities using the AMEDDPAS is projected.

. H-1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MJCO/BASE: TRADOC (USAUCIQ).

2. POCs:

a. MAJ(P) White, AUrTNN 687-2017/2018.

b. SIAMIS Functional Design: Mr. Flaim, USALOfGC, AUTOVCN 687-2017.

c. Material Developer: LTC Case, USAISC (PM TACIS), ASM-TP-C, AUTOVj
354-6751.

d. Logistics Support: Mr. Spangler, CECi, AUTOVCJ 992-5271.

3. APPLICATICN: Receipt Processing.

4. LOCATIOCN: Multicomuand.

5. STAIS INTERFACE:

a. Standard Army Intermediate Level Supply subsystem (SAILS).

b. Direct support Unit Standard Supply system (DS4).

c. Standard Army Retail Supply System Level 1 (SARSS-I).

d. Standard Airmy Maintenance system Level 1 (SAMS-I).

e. Standard Property Book System (SPBS).

6. DESCRIPTION: The use of LOGMARS technology in the receiving process is
predicated on bar coded documentation (customer receipt form) being produced zt
the supply depot and the supply support activity on all riateriel release orders.
The document (receipt form) will contain the required receipt data elements (bar
coded and in-the-clear data) on each unit pack destined for the using unit.
Receipt of inbound materiel will be accomplished by a functional operator using
a bar code reader to record the bar coded data directly off the materiel and
entering additional required data in accordance with stored prograumd prompts
which appear on the reader's visual display to transmit interoperable STANMIS
formatted data to the STAMMIS host comuter. The receipt data will be stored in
the bar code reader for subsequent transmittal to a host computer for data entry

- and processing in Lhe STANKIS being interfaced.

7. ECHELCN OF PiLOYME TE: Theater, corps, division, separate brigade,
non-divisional units, installations, TOE/TDA maintenance shop supply, and
medical activities.

8. FUNDING STATUS: FY 86 -FY 91 PDIP.

..- I



9. APPLICATIM (HAPLiARE/SWARE) IOC:

a. SAS-4th Qtr, FY 86.

b. DS4 - 4th Qtr, FY 86.

c. SARSS-I - 4th Qtr, FY 86.

d. SPBS - 4th Qtr, FY 86.

e. SAMS- - LW.

1-. i
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LOGMARS LEAD DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: TRADOC (USALO).

2. POCs:

- a. MAJ (P) White, USALQGC, AUTOVON 687-2017/2018.

-' b. STAMMIS Functional Design: Mr. Flaim, USALOGC, AUTOVON 687-1767.

c. Material Developer: L'IC Case, USAISC (PM TACMIS), ASM-PT-C, AUTOVON
*i 354-6751.

d. Logistics Support: Mr. Spangler, CECOM, AUTIOMt4 992-5271.

3. APPLICATION: Inventory and Location Survey.

4. LOCATION: Multicommnand.

5. STAMMIS INTERFACE:

* a. Standard Army Intermediate Level Supply Subsystem (SAILS).

b. Direct Support Unit Standard Supply System (DS4).

c. Standard Army Retail Supply System Level 1 (SARSS-I) - Interim.

d. Standard Army Retail Supply System Levels I - Ill.

e. Standard Army Maintenance System Level 1 (SAMS-I).

6. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION: A bar code printer will be used to locally
produce bar coded storage labels/doaments to be affixed to storage locations
(bins, racks, etc.). All storage locations will be labeled with appropriate bar
coded data. Portable bar code readers will be used, in lieu of cards or
listings, to perform physical inventory and location survey functions.
Interoperable STM14IS data required to accomplish either function will be

"* downloaded from the host computer/STAMMIS into the portable reader. The
-i functional operator will be prompted by programmed commands on the visual screen

of the device to perform the appropriate inventory or location survey
procedures. Upon completion of the function, the data recorded in the portable
reader will be transmitted to the host computer for STAMIS processing. STA!IVIS
identified in Part I will employ LOGMARS hardware for the accomplishment of
inventory and location survey operations.

7. ECHELON OF EMPLOYMENT: Theater, corps, division, separate brigade,
nondivisional units, installations, TOE/TDA maintenance shop supply, and medical
activities.
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8. FUNDING STATUS:

. a. Tactical requirements: FY 86 - FY 91 PDIP.

b. Installation requirements, FY 84 (Productivity Investment Funds) -

Funded, FY 85 - FY 87 (PIF) - Program.

. 9. APPLICATION: (HARDWARE/SOFIWARE) IOC:

'" a. SAILS - 4th Qtr, FY 86.

b. DS4 - 4th Qtr, FY 86.

c. SARSS-I - 4th Qtr, FY 86.

d. SNA2S-1 - 3d Qtr, TBD.

1-2.1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

|-' 1. ,J t/1V, ASE: TRMI=DC (USALU3C).

* 2. POCs:

a. MAJ (P) White, USALOGC, AUTO" 687-2017.

b. STAM4IS Functional Design: Mr. Flaim, USALOGC, AITOV(ON 687-1767.

c. Material Developer: LTC Case, USAISC (PM TACMIS), ASM-TP-C, AUTOVCN
354-6751.

d. Logistics Support: Mr. Spangler, CECOK, AP'IOVC( 992-5271.

* 3. APPLICATION: Requisition Processing.

4. LOCATION: Multiconand.

* 5. STAMMIS IIERFACE: Unit Level Logistics System (ULLS).

6. DESCRIPTION: STAMMIS supporting prescribed load lists (PLL) will employ a
bar code printer to provide bar coded PLL listings. When an item is required,
the PLL clerk will use a programmed portable bar code reader to scan the
national stock number (NSN) and enter the quantity required. A customer
document number will be assigned by the bar code reader and the requisition

. transaction will be formatted for input/transmittal to the supporting register.
The portable bar code reader will also be used to complete the receipt of the
item by scanning the bar coded receipt documentation act the lowest level.

*.: 7. ECHELON OF EMPLIOYMNT: TBD.

' 8. FUNDING STATUS: FY 86 - FY 91 PDIP.

9. APPLICATION (HARDWARE/SOFIWARE) IOC: TBD.
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LOGARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: TRADOC (USALO).

2. POCs:

a. Proponent Agency Executive Agent: MAJ(P) White, USALOGC, AUTrOVON
687-2017.

b. STAMMIS Functional Design: Mr. Flaim, USALOCC, AU'IVON 687-1767.

c. Materiel Developer: LTC Case, USAISC (PM TACXIS),ASM-PT-C, AUTOVON
- •354-6751.

d. Logistics Support: Mr. Spangler, CECOM, A[UTOVON 992-5271.

3. APPLICATION: Anwunition Management.

4. LOCATION: Multicorimand.

5. STA!41S INTERFACE: Standard Army Ammunition System Level 4 (SAAS-4).

*i!  6. DESCRIPTION: The objective for establishing a I OGMARS interface with
SAAS-4 is to capture and automate data at its source with a low error rate and
to provide this data to the automated system in such a manner that the use of
personnel (MOS 55R) within the operation is more effective and efficient. The
LOGMARS hardware consists of a nuirber of portable bar code readers, a device to
upload and download data, and instructions between the Tactical Army Combat
Service Support Computer System (TA(CS) and the portable bar code reader, and a

• bar code label printer. The portable bar code readers are used to capture data
.- in the performance of receiving, location survey, and inventory functions. The
- bar code label printer is required to produce local bar coded data applicable to

storage, issue, turn-in, and shipment functions. LOGMARS applications will
interface with the TACCS hardware at the ammunition storage point (ASP) and
corps storage area (CSA).

7. ECHELON OF EMPLOYMENT: Conventional Anunition Conpany (ASP/CSA),
installations.

8. FUllING STATUS: FY 86 - FY 91 PDIP.

9. APPLICATION (HAPMWARE/SOF7WARE) IOC: 3d Qtr, FY 87.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJQM/BASE: TRADOC (USALOGC).

2. POCs:

a. Proponent Agency Executive Agent: MAJ(P) White, USALOGC, AUTVOM
687-2017.

b. STAM4IS Functional Design: Mr. Flaim, USALOGC, AUTJOVON 687-2017/2018.

c. Material Developer: LTC Case, USAISC (PM TACMIS) , ASM-PT-C, AYUIV(
354-6751/1881.

d. Logistics Support: Mr. Spangler, CEOXM, AU7VC0N 992-5271.

3. APPLICATION: Maintenance Work Order Registration.

4. LOCATION: Multiccmnand.

5. STAMMIS INTERFACE: Standard Army Maintenance system Level 1 (SAMS-1).

6. DESCRIPTION: Portable and/or fixed bar code readers will be used by the
functional operator to automate the work order registration process. Equipment
related data, such as the national stock number (NSN), serial number, etc.,
would have to be encoded on the equipment data plates by AMC. Data related to
the equipment woner (i.e., unit identification code), and data derived as a
function of both the equipment and the unit (i.e., equipment readiness code
(ERC), administrative nmber, etc.) would be encoded using a bar code printer on
a locally produced mylar label and applied to the equipment. The data plate and
label could be scanned, eliminating the requirement to enter the data via the
keyboard during work order registration.

7. ECHELON OF EMPLOYMEN: TOE and TDA maintenance activities.

8. FUNDING STATS: FY 86 - FY 91 PDIP.

9. APPLICATION (HARDWARE/SOFWARE) IOC: TBD.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJQJM/BASE: TRADOC (USALOGC).

2. POCs:

a. Proponent Agency Executive Agent: MAJ(P) White, USALOGC, AIUVON
687-2017.

b. STAMMIS Functional Design: Mr. Flaim, USALOGC, AUIUVON 687-2017/2018.

c. Material Developer: LTC Case, USAISC (PM TACMIS), ASM-PT-C, AU1OVON
354-6751/1881.

d. Logistics Support: Mr. Spangler, CECOM, AYI'VON 992-5271.

3. APPLICATION: Property Accountability Tnventory.

4. LOCATION: Multicommand.

5. STAMMIS IIERFACE: Standard Property Book System (SPBS).

6. DESCRIPTION: A bar code printer will be used to produce a bar coded
label/tag with appropriate identification number (serial number) which will be
affixed to each property book item. Portable bar code readers will be used by
functional operators to conduct regulatory inventories in lieu of the current
method of producing hardcoples of hand receipt/inventory data. Personnel will
conduct inventories by scanning the bar coded labels on each item and entering
any additional data required. The data contained in the portable reader will be
transmitted for interface with the host computer/STAMMIS. The inventory data
would be input to SPBS to compare the scanned inventory data with the data
stored on the serial/registration number file. SPBS would generate a listing
for each inventoried hand receipt reflecting items which match. Items which did
not match the hand receipt (overage) and items which are listed on the hand
receipt but not inventoried (shortage) would appear on a separate listing.

* 7. ECHEL0N OF EMPLOYMENT: Divisions, separate brigades, nondivisional units.

*8. FUNDING STATUS: FY 86 - FY 91 PDIP.

9. APPLICATION (HARDWARE/SOFTWARE) IOC: 4th Qtr, FY 86.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: US Army Information Systems Command (USAISC).

2. POC: Mr Handley, AS-LOG-LS-AO.

3. APPLICATION: Automated Property Book System (APBS).

4. LOCATION: Fort Huachuca, AZ, and Fort Ritchie, MD.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements. Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Number expected 1 Mar 85.

e. Equipment Received. 60 days after contract award (I May 85).

f. Test System: 1 Sep 85 - Fort Huachuca, AZ.

g. System Operational: System Acceptance Test on or about I Oct 85.

6. STAMMIS: Unique. The APBS is a real-time, on-line system. The basic
system was obtained form Fort Sill, OK. Many modifications have been
incorporated, thus no longer paralleling the original configuration. Presently
the APBS is supporting eight property books having up to 2,000 hand receipt
holders. APBS has been adapted with built-in flexibilities. Hand receipt
listings can be produced via batch request (nightly cycle) or by remote printeL.
Management/exception reports are produced during a nightly cycle if required.

7. DESCRIPTION: The system's printer will produce a bar coded label/tag with
appropriate identification number for attachment to each piece of property
requiring property book accountability. Portable bar code scanners will be used
to conduct regulatory inventories instead of the current method of producing
hard copies by hand receipt/inventory data. Inventories will be conducted by
accountable propetty personnel in their respective area. Upon completion of the
scanning process, the data contained in the portable scanner will be transmitted
through an acoustic coupler to the converter/receiver for subsequent interface
with mainframe conputer system.

8. BASIC HAIMWARE:

a. Test Equipment. PBCR TELXON 701: (3); serial impact printer - Type A
(2); Printer converter: (2)i RACAL-VADAC modem (2); data collection device: (1).

: J-1
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b. Fort Huachuca: PBCR TELXON 701: (27); serial impact printer - Type A
(1); serial impact printer - Type B (2);terninals MDL 108: (2); printer
converter: (1); RACAL-VADAC modem: (1); acoustic coupler: (5).

c. Fort Richie: PBCR TELXON 701: (8); serial impact BCP - Type A: (1);
* serial impact BCP - Type B: (2); terminals MDL 108: (2); printer converter:

(1); RACAL-VADAC modem: (1); acoustic coupler: (5); data collection device:
(1).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: To be developed by IBIS based on functional description
*provided by USAICS POC.

10. FUNDING STATUS: The application has been funded.

I]. EQUIPMENT AOQUISITION STATUS:

a. FquipLent for lead site development expected on or about 1 May 1985.

b. SAT on or about I September 1985.

c. Fort Huachuca, AZ, 1 October 1985.

d. Fort Ritchie, MD, 15 January 1986.

12. F IT N OF APPLICATION:

a. Fort Huachuca, AZ 1 October 1985.

b. Fort Ritchie, MD, 15 January 1986.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALY'MIS: TBD.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOG(MARS TE(CINOLCGY: Provide more accurate
property accountability and speed up the inventory process.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LGMARS TECH4NOLOGY: None foreseen.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEE'

1. NJCO/BASE: US Army Western Conmand (WES]CXI).

2. POC: Mr. Lampros/Mr. Inabata, AUTC/C& 438-9316/9317.

3. APPLICATION: Ttansportation Management.

4. LOCATION. 25th infantry Division, Schofield Barracks, HI.

5. LEAD SITE MILESITNES:

a. Identify Functional RequirEzentb: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Cculeted.

C. Project Funds Available: Coupleted.

d. EquiLjient Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test Systeri: Ccrleted.

g. System Operational: Completed.

6. ST]AMMIS: Unique.

7. DESCRIPTIOC: This aplication involvec bar coding major its of equipment
in conjunction with joint exercise deployments off-island such as the annual
team SPIRIT exercise deployments to the Republic of Korea. Two labels will be
attached to each piece of equipment such as tactical vehicles and trailers. The
ba code label will consist of a unique six-digit alphanumeric code which in
turn will be matched to an identical code on a master file during the automated
process. The master file will consist of data elements such as bumper number,
serial number, unit identification code (UIC), nomenclatuie, force requiretent
zu ber, length, width, and height. Data captured via portable bar code readers
will be downloaded via commercia telephone to magnetic tape on a Telxon 1odel
970 converter/receiver for entry into an automated system. It will produce
caigo anifest reports required by the Joint Deployment Aency (JDA) and other
similar type reports in a n re efficient, accurate and tiely manner. Reports
will summarize by force requirxeent, nuiteL total such as short tons,
measurement tons, square feet, and cubic feet shipped on a vessel.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Fixed bar code readers (5); portable bar code readers (5);
acoustic couplers (5); and converter/receiver with modem (1).
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9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner software, using the unique six-digit
alphanumeric code, was designed specifically for this system. Buffer
programs, written by the contractor (TELXON), were used to format
raw data from the TELXON 970 converter to input format acceptable to
our host IBM 4341.

* 10. FUNDING STATUS: Fully funded. Acquisition cost $25,000 (OPA).

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Local procurement.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: WESTCOM only.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Test objectives were to determine the
effectiveness of bar code technology in an actual deployment operation

- and to gain experience and knowledge in the utilization of LOGMARS
equipment to identify additional LOGMARS applications. Cost benefit
analysis was not made at this time.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF NEW SYSTEM: Use of bar codes have proven to
be effective in a deployment situation. Reports were prepared
accurately and in sufficient time to meet Joint Deployment Agency (JDA)
requirements.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF NEW SYSTEM:

* a. The system did not allow for the large number of equipment
*. substitutions without having to update the master file each time.

b. Although the reports were produced in sufficient time to meet
JDA requirements, we did not have the information on hand to make
on-the-spot decisions because of our dependence on the batch processed
IBM 4341. Scheduling of runs and scheduling of time to phone in
scanned data became critical. (If input was not available prior to the
scheduled run, we had to wait until the next day to process). To
resolve this problem, recommend that a microcomputer such as the IBM PC
be placed close to the port area and be used as a host for immediate

* update of files and production of reports.

c. Bar code terminals received some rain during the loading of the
first ship and about 100 scans were lost from memory. Terminal
utilized in an outside environment must be protected from moisture.
(Temporary fix was to wrap terminal in saran wrap).

d. First read rate was erratic. Bright sunshine adversely
affected read rates. Location of label in relation to vibration of the
vehicle while idling also has some affect in first read rate.

e. On two occasions, software on our data conversion device
indicated that there were missing data during transmission even though
a good transmit was recorded on the terminal connected to the converter
receiver and the telephone tonal feedback indicated a good
transmission. Because of this, we were required to have someone
monitor the transmission at the receiver site and keep the data on the
scanners as backup until we were able to confirm that all data was
transceived.

K-1.1
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f. Interfacing various host hardware and software with bar code
readers and their software requires a great deal of coordination with
vendors, communicators, ADP-type personnel, and functional users. What
appears to be a simple hookup can create numerous problems if each
element involved with the interface problems is to allow the Government
to have a license to program software in the handheld scanners.

16. Although the initial transportation test is completed, we are
still treating the system as an ongoing project and we are looking at
ways towards designing a better system, using the lessons learned from
the initial test. We will report this new system separately when
additional details are finalized.

K-1.2
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I.OGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

J. b)AJCOM/BASE: US Army Intelligence Command (INSCOM).

2. POC: Mr. Schreifels, INSCOM, AUTOVON 222-5563.

3. APPLICATION: Property Inventory (Trilogy Fare).

4. LOCATION: Field Stations Augsburg and Berlin, Germany; Sinop,
* Turkey; Pyong Taek, Korea; Kunia, HI; and other selected locations.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Write Functional Description: Completed.

b. Design Program and System Specifications: Completed.

*c. Supply Module Delivery: Completed.

6. STANNiIS: Unique.

7. DESCRIPTION: User level supply, maintenance, and strategic system
configuration management. Supply module includes property book, hand
receipts, transaction registers, and repair parts system. Maintenance
module includes preventive maintenance (PM) scheduling; corrective
maintenance; production control; quality control; labor; funds; and
reliability; availability, and maintainability-durability (RAM-D) data
as used in one-stop organizational through general support (GS) level

* maintenance shop. Configuration management module includes assignment,
drawings, cable and wire lists as well as station configuration work in

-* progress management data. Total system uses bar code labels for
identification in all modules.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Data General "eclipse" series.

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Data General AOS compatible COBOL.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Complete.

S- 11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Existing equipment being upgraded
(additional peripherals, memory expansion); obsolete and worn equipment
scheduled for replacement. Bar code equipment is on hand.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: INSCOM only.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.
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14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Provides first
comprehensive review of logistics operations and status to station
commanders. Also provides comprehensive asset, cost of operation, and
status information to INSCOM. Eliminates redundant work at the user
level and provides innmediate feedback on each action as well as the
means to manage logistics operations.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:
Development/fielding is slow due to its comprehensive nature and the
need to identify and provide for the interface between all logistics
functions.
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LOGMARS DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: MTDIC

* 2. POC:

a. CPT J. Dube, MT-ITM, AUTOVON 289-1627.

b. Mr. A. Bates, MT-ITM, AUTOVON 289-1627.

3. APPLICATION: Automated Cargo Documentation for Unit moves.

* 4. LOCATION:

a. CONUS - 5 ports.

b. OCONUS - 9 ports and 10 cargo documentation dets.

5. MILESTONES:

a. Identify Function Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: CONUS: FUNDED; OCONUS: PDIP

submitted for OMA and OPA funds FY 87 - FY 91.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: DOD DAHC26-84-D-0007.

e. Equipment Received: Approximately Aug 85.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Dec 85.

6. STAMMIS: Unique.

7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Through the use of bar code labels and
portable reader/recorders, the use of hardcopy documentation will be
eliminated and near real time visibility of unit equipment will be
obtv..ined from the time it enters the ocean terminal until it is loaded
on the vessel.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Twelve portable bar code readeis wAth wands, two
serial impact bar code printers and the necessary peripherals for each
port/location (quantities could increase depending upon experience).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: Scanner software devrloped specifically for this
application to interface with TOLS.

M-I
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10. FUNDING STATUS: LOGMARS equipment procurement,
operation/maintenance, and development for use in CONUS funded through
the Army Industrial Fund. PDIP submitted for OMA/OPA funds for the out
of CONUS applications.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS:

a. CONUS (5 ports) - FY 85.

b. CONUS (wartime requirement ) - FY 86.

c. OCONUS wartime requirement) - FY 87.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION:

a. CONUS - FY 86.

b. OCONUS - FY 87.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Wartime requirement.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: The system will
simplify the cargo checking operation while increasing the timeliness
and the accuracy of data entry.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None yet noted
and anticipated.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

i 1. MAJCOM/BASE: National Guard Bureau (NGB)

2. POC: Mr. Robert L. Seidlich, NGB-ARL-P, AUTOVON 225-4068; MAJ.

Kain, AUTOVON 225-4068.

*" 3. APPLICATION: Self Service Supply Center (SSSC).

4. LOCATION: USPFO for PA, Bldg. S11-68, Fort Indiantown Gap, PA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Co1..eleted.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

* f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Jun 85.

6. STAMMIS: Command Unique.

. 7. DESCRIPTION: The bar code concept will be used to collect data by
user for items procured from self-service supply stocks. Supply items
will be scanned via bar code readers, transmitted to central processing
units (CPU) for updating cf current master files, and produce sales
slip for the user at the supply center,. All appropriate data files
will be updated and processed at the end of day via batch mode
processing.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Microcomputer with 512KB RAM, one floppy disk
(300 kbt), 16-bit processor (8086 or equal), hardware/software
Burroughs, B9155 Burroughs interface, asynchronous interface, 150 cps,
and dot matrix printer (1); PBCR with hand held laser CLIN 0001AB (1);
FBCR with hand held laser CLIN 0002AB (1); bar code printer - type B
CLIN 0003AB (1); and asynchronous modem-2400 baud (1).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: To be developed by NGB.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Financed - $16,415.

. 11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: USAISSAA contract.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Two sites in FY 84; Fifty-two
(52) in 2nd Qtr, FY 86.

N-1
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13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Project savings - $1,593,000 in FY 86 and

FY-87.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: TBD.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: TBD.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

* 1. KAJCOM/BASE: NGB.

2. POC: Mr. Robert L. Seidlich or MAJ Kain, NGB-ARL-P, AUTOVON

225-4068.

3. APPLICATION: Retail Inventory/location Survey.

* 4. LOCATION: USPFO for PA, Bldg. S1-68, Fort Indiantown Gap, PA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

f. Test System: Completed.

g. System Operational: Jun 85.

6. STAMMIS: Command unique.

7. DESCRIPTION: The bar code concept will be used to collect data by
user to validate the accuracy of recorded stock locations. Data
elements to be encoded on the bar coded bin tag are stock number, unit
of issue, condition code, and location. The bar code concept will also
be used .o collect data by user in conducting annual and special
inventories. Results will be reconciled with recorded balances on
accountable records.

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Portable bar code reader with hand held laser

CLIN 0001AB (2).

9. BASIC SOFTWARE: To be developed by NGB.

*10. FUNDING STATUS: Funded - $2,970.

11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: USAISSAA.

12. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Two sites in FY 84; fifty-two in 2nd
Qtr, fY 86.

13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Projected Savings -$22,500 in FY 86 and FY
87.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Jul-Aug 1985.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Jul-Auq 1985.
N-2
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET:

1. MAJCOM/BASE: NGB.

2. POC: Mr. Robert L. Seidlich or MAJ Klein, NGB-ARL-P, AUTOVON

225-4068.

3. APPLICATION: Retail Receiving.

4. LOCATION: USPFO for PA, Bldg. S11-68, Fort Indiantown Gap, PA.

5. LEAD SITE MIL STONES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

t. Identify Hardware Requirements: Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment Received: Completed.

d. Test System: Completed.

e. System Operational: Jun 85.

6. STAMMIS: Command unique.

7. DESCRIPTION: The bar code concept will be used to record
appropriate accounting data for all items (new receipts) received in
the USPFJ warehouse at time of inchecking. Data will be transmitted to
the USPFO computer system via telephone lines or hardwired computer
terminals located in the warehouse. System will assist in the accurate
recording, accounting, and distribution of supplies within Army
National Guard (ARNG).

8. BASIC HARDWARE: Microcomputer with 256KB RAM, one floppy disk
(300kbt), 16-bit processor, hardware/software Burroughs, B9155
Burroughs interface, asynchronous interface, 150 cps, and dot matrix
printer (1); PBCR with hand held laser CLIN 0001AB (1); bar code

* printer-type B CLIN 0003AB (1); and asynchronous modem -2400 baud (1).

*9. BASIC SOFTWARE: To be developed by NGB.

10. FUNDING STATUS: Financed - $11,625.

S11. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: USAISSAA Contract.

12. EXTilsSION OF APPLICATION: Two sites in FY 84; fifty-two in 2d
Qtr, FY-86.

N-3
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13. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Projected Savings: $66,500 in FY 86 and
FY 87.

14. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE NEW LOGMARS SYSTEM: Jul - Aug 1985.

15. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF THE NEW LOGMARS SYSTEM: Jul - Aug 1985.

N-3.1
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).

2. POC: Wayne Andreotti, DDOU-TMS, AUTOVON 790-7336.

3. APPLICATION: DWASP/LOGMARS Receiving IOT.

4. LOCATION: DDOU, Ogden, Utah.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: All milestones have been completed.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The DWASP/LOGMARS receiving consists
basically of the input and output of bar coded data. The system will
allow the receiving input station to display prompts, edit data,
transmit and recall data required to induct newly received material
into the depot. The Receipt Information Data Request (RIDR) provides
an input format whereby selected data is input to be matched against
advance receipt data and item data (locator) information. The RIDR
establishes an in-process receipt record and initiates receipt
processing time for receipt effectiveness measurements. The entry of
contractor marked bar coded NSN/NIIN and Contract/PIIN are input
through scanning. If bar coded data are not available or a "no read"
occurs data will be entered manually. The inspection verification
notice is established to display the in-process receipt data on-hand
and to provide an input format for additional data required in the
confirmation process. It will also assist in completion of the
automated acceptance report. Future plans provide for output of a bar
coded Operational Control Number (OCN) at the receiving station, on a
Material Movement Document to facilitate inspection, movement and
tracking of material received to storage.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Processing stations require a display terminal,
bar code printer, hand held LASER scanner and 2-way communication
devices to transceive data with the DWASP data base.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Developed by DSAC-D.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Completed.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Procured and installed.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: IOT completed Jun 84. System is
operational at DDOU. Being implemented at DGSC in Jul 85 and other
centers/depots will follow with final implementation date of Dec 85.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: To be completed after complete system is
operational.
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13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Increased productivity.

b. More accurate stock accountability.

c. Reduction of MRO denials.

d. Decreased number of location surveys.

e. Provides data in a timely manner.

f. Increased management control.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Requires
extensive "reeducation" of people to eliminate resistance to change.

0-1.1
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LOCGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOcv1BASE: Defense Logistics Agency.

2. POC: Mrs. Lillie M. Brown, DMECSO, AUTOVOC 695-4787.
Mr. Robert Goulet, HQ,DLA-WS, AUTVON 284-6358.

3. APPLICATION: Bar Code Accountable Property System (BARCAPS).

4. LOCATION: Defense Depot Ogden, UT.
Defense Construction Supply Center, OH.

5. LEAD SITE MILESV4ES:

a. Identify Functional Requirements: Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements. Completed.

c. Project Funds Available: Completed.

d. Equipment Contract Award. TBD

e. Equipment Delivery. TBD

f. Test System. TBD.

g. System Operational. TBD.

6. SYSTEI DESCRI-''ION: The Base Operating Supply System (BOSS) is an
autoieted system. The Bar Code Inventory System Known as BARCAPS will enhance
BOSS by providing an automated method to collect inventory data on accountable
property through use of bar code labels, portable data terminals and bar code
scanning devices. Each Label coded with a 6-position number. When performing
an inventory, data are automatically collected by reading each label with the
portable scanning device. The information is stored in terminal memory until it
is downloaded to a PC and later uploaded to the host computer. BARCAPS provides

-* for an Inventory Reconciliation Program that mechanically reconciles the
inventory data records to the master file in the host computer. When the
Reconciliation job is run, inventoried items are categorized as Reconciled,
Cverages and Shortages. Totals are furnished for each Hand Receipt Account that
is inventoried.

This method of data collection and information processing provides for faster,
* . more accurate inventories. It improves management/control for the life cycle of

the item. It automates the data collection and reconcilliation process as well
as Leporting if inventory results in sunmary format.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Transmission Converter 2743 (2 way conimunication with,
diskette or magnetic tape store and forward ability (1); ACM 202 (2); Portable

. bar code readers (32K, 32 character (2 lines) handheld unit) (2).

0-2
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8. BASIC SOFTWARE: To be developed by the CDA.

one -;stem for burning program load module chips consisting of the following
-. uijxent or equivalent will be procured. (Must be conpatible with above
* .,.ten ). IBM PC-XT (presently owned).

"Full PC Handler" consisting of the following:

a. Basic Compiler for IBM-PC, Simulator, Program Download, two-way Data
File Converter.

b. IBM-PC-XT card for interface to EPRO4 Burner.

c. Special cables/adapters.

9. FU1'Z1NG STATUS: Funded - $125,000.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STAJS: Programmed for FY 85.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION:

FY 86 - DLA Depots and Centers (8 Base Qperating supply Systems).

FY 87 - To be determined for Defense Property Disposal Service and Defense
Contract Administration Services (DCASRs).

• " 12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Estimated to save $100,000 annually at first 8
sites. Additional sites to be determined.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TCHNOLOGY: It will provide a higher
level of property accountability and a faster, more accurate accounting of
prolerty, practically eliminating use of paper and pencil. The bar code
teclnology can be used for other applications once equipment is obtained.

14. NEBGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LO3ARS TECHNOLOGY: Delays in procurement of
new equijpent to alleviate constraints on telecomimnications availability and
shortage of C(iTEN memory..

0 -2.1
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LOYXARS LEAD SITE DATA SIIEET

1. tMJCCaVBASE: Defense Logistics Agency.

2. POC: LT Rubin Patterson, SC, USN, DLA DMECSO, AUTOVCION 695-4787.

3. APPLICATION: LOGARS/Hazardous Material Information System (HMIS)

4. LOCATION: Prototype site to be determined by the LOGMARS Coordinating
Gi oup (LOG).

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: Pending review of feasibility study by the LOG and
aj4pcoval for prototyping.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPI1ON: The DOD HMIS is currently used to provide a central
DC[ system for the collection maintenance and dissemination of hazardous
information. The information contained in HMIS is prepared in either

1-1 rotice or magnetic tape format and currently contains information on
c [,1joximately 20,000 line items. The major source document for the system is
the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) which is required as part of the
procurenent contract and is provided by the contractor. In proposed LOGMARS
application, the scanning of key data elements on hazardous materials
containers/documentation would trigger the display of a tailored data base
applicable to a given function such as receiving, inspection, storage, parking
or transportation..

7. BASIC HARIWARE: Microcomputer with printer/scanner.

8. BASIC SOF'TWARE: Contractor developed.

9. FU1ND1NG STATUS: Will utilize FY 86 LOGMARS developmental funds when

approved.

1C. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTLNSIOI OF APPLICATION: TBD.

* 12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

i| 13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOCMARS TECHNOLOGY: Greatly improves the
speed and accuracy of data retrieval. Wider distribution of hazardous materials
infoinnation that will be tailored to specific users.

.. 14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LMGARS TECHNOGY: Need for an automated
iL±ouiits.Fon file to access by scanning3 a bar code.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SIEET

1. MJCO I/VDSE: Defense Logistics Agency.

. POC: fr. Jim Gorman, DLA, DMECSO, AUTOV(iO 695-4787.

3. APPLICATIal: DLA Inventory Marking.

4. LOCATiON: Defense Depot Cgden, UT (DDCU).
Defenise Depot Mechanicsburg, PA (DDMP).
Defense Depot Memphis, TN (DDMT).
EKfense Depot Tracy, CA (DDTC).
Defense General Supply Center, VA (DGSC).
Defense Construction Supply Center, OH (DCSC)

5. LEAD SITE MIIESTONES:

a. Identify Functional Requiremrients. Completed.

b. Identify Hardware Requirements. Completed.

c. Project Funds Available. Completed.

d. Equipmernt Contract Awarded. Completed.

e. Equijxfent Delivered. Completed.

f. Test Systea: Completed.

* y. System Operational. Completed.

6. SYSTE1 DESCRiVIIGN: The inventory marking application provides DLA depots
wAth the capability to print product identification labels, IAW PIL STD 129J
with a bar coded National Stock Nuiber (NSN). The objective of the program is
to apply a bar coded label to non-marked new procuremnent receipts/items that

* qualify fo repackaging and/or marking and creditable returns.

*. The system is configured to support two or three bar code printers per CRT
console/microprocessor station. Three sizes of label stock are used: small,
,;edium and large. Each size label utilizes a different format and number of
ines of free text with the bar coded NSN. The data entry operator inputs the

reuired data based on the item and label format selected, i.e., NSN, Federal
Supply Code for Manufacturers (FSCM)/pait number, nomenclature, quantity, unit
of issue, cotract nunber/P]IN/call order number, date of pack and level of
pack. The operator inputs the number of labels to be printed for marking of the
fifteria].

A bar code verification device is used to measure readability of the labels
. aid verify con pliarce with MIL STD 1189A. A manual label applicator is used to
facilitate application of the labels produced as well as Bar Code Label
Applicators which automate counting and packaging machines. In this operation,
the applicators apply baL code labels being produced directly to small poly bags
used by Autobaggers.

0-4



7. BASIC HARDWARE: Bar code printers, video display terminals, scanners,
: [rce2s controllers/micLoprocessors, rwultiplexors/port concentrators, laser
. wlu. , verification devices, line conditioniers, isolation transforlers,

anti-static mats, OCR ribbons, label stock, manual/automatic label dispensers.

8. bASIC SOFTWARE: The video display teiroinal interface software provides the
_ c2:'pbility to input source label data and instructions through the processor to

[te Lar code label printers. Application software allows for display of
ij,' editing of data, transmitting and recall of inforwation as necessary to

,frr, the required task.

. FUNDING STATUS: Funded - $15,620.

* 2i Lf UIPME1T ACQUISITION STAKhUS: Completed.

iI. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: None.

12. C -S' BENEFIT ANLYSIS: Completed.

3. ?CPSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LCGMARS TECHNOLOGY: DLA and it- customes can
t i advantage of having bar coded product identification markings on its

14. MATIVE ASPEC71S OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLXGY: None.

.4.1
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LOGIAPRS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

I. M\JC.1VASE: United States Marine Corps (CLASS I).

2. POC: Major R. Maestas, Code LLS-PML, HQOC, Washington, D.C. 20380-0001,
AUT'VON 224-1919/5740.

" 3. APPLlCAT1CV: Maritime Prepositioning Ships (MPS).

4. LOCATION: (CLASS I) Developuent site: 11LB, Albany, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: Application under BETA test & validation of
requirement.

6. SYSTEM D1SCF1M]]ON: Deployed vehicles, equipment and containers which are
LOGIARS r -rked, are scanned for inventory, accounting and tracking purposes at
time of embarkation and debarkation. Scanning provides an alternative data
entry method for the developed Management Decision Support System, (MDSS).

7. BASICS HARDWARE: Equipment consists of Telxon PTC 701 PBCRs w/LS7000 Laser
& decode modules interfacing to an IBM conpatible PC host running on PC-Focus.
Specific suite of equipment specifications can be obtained from the POC.

8. BASIC SOFIWARE: The LOGMARS equipment utilizes TCAL interfacing to a host
PC utilizing PC-Focus.

"-. 9. FUNDING STATUJS: The LOGMARS interface is funded from PIF funds: FY 85,
$21,600, the balance funded from USMC funds for the Maritime Prepositioning
Ships Program.

" 1C. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Equipment on hand.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: The application will be exported to all Marine
Am4phibious Brigades (MAB's) identified under the MPS program.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Conpleted.

33. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LCGMARS TECHNOLOGY: The application provides
K tirely and accurate input into the Mr'SS of the deployed MAB. It results in

information conducive to better management of materiels, supplies and equipment.

14. NECGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Identified deficiencies
and concerns are as follows:

a. Label adhesion.

b. Scanning requires inediate proximity to item being scanned.

c. Survivability of equipment in a deployed environment.

P-1
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L GMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1 1. MAJCOt/BASE: United States Marine Corps.

2. POC: Major R. Maestas, Code LLS-PML, HQMC, Washington, D.C. 20380-0001,
AUTWVON 224-1919/5740.

3. APPLICATIN: Automated Armory Inventory and Issue.

"* 4. LOCATION: Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, CA.

-5. LEAD SITE MILESTCNES: Completed.

6. SYSTE4 DESCRIPTION: The application involves an automated armory
containing a preponderance of organizational rifles (M16AI/M16A2). Rifles are
encoded by serial numbers and contained in prelabeled bins, they are scanned for
daily inventory and positioned by a robotic/conveyor system to facilitate an
issue transaction with an encoded weapons custody card. The management system
matches proposed issues with an authorized personnel file to insure validity and

* conducts daily inventory and reconciliation. The next phase of this system will
. involve improving the formal monthly physical inventory. The intent is to Laser

Etch the weapons to allow scanning in lieu of the current manual efforts.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Scanners are LS7000's interfacing to a DEC PDPllC23 MICRO
2 with LA 120 console printers, 8610 Intermec bar code printers, 92A Okidata
ticket printers, SCT 12 fixed code processor and a 101-2A Black Box Passive
Adapter.

8. BASIC SOPIWARE: Software specs are available from the POC.

• 9. FUNDING STATUS: Funding was provided under a USMC armory program,
expansion to be funded by OSD PIF funds.

10. EQUIPMENT ACUISITIN STATUS: Completed and on hand.

" 11. EXTENSICN OF APPLICATION: Limited extension with USMC w/o modifications.
With modification (to exclude the robotics), the application can be utilized in
organizational armories throughout Marine Corps and other component services.
Modification will be directed toward a bare bones approach, designed to neet the

* requirements of the organizational user for an issue transaction and montlly
physical inventories.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Completed.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNCLY: Expedites issue and
inventory of weapons, with an commensurable increase in accuracy.

* 14. NMGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING L(XGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None identified to date.

P-2
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: United States Marine Corps (Class I).

2. POC: Major R. Maestas, Code LLS-PML, HQMC, Washington, D.C.,

20380-0001, AUTOVON 224-1919/5740.

3. APPLICATION: Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS).

4. LOCATION: Development site - Albany, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: Under development.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: As part of a basic building block approach,
this application interfaces bar code scanning equipment with a
mainframe Class I system in a retail stores environment. Utilizing the
scanning equipment as a Data Entry device it scans the encoded NSN of
the item being purchased, crosses to a data base of information to
produce a sales/issue transaction.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: BETA testing is to utilize a Telxon FBCR
interfacing to an IBM compatible PC Workstation.
8. BASIC SOFTWARE: The program is to be established in TCAL and

PC-Focus.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Funded from OSD PIF FY 84.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Initial suite of equipment is on
hand.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: The application without modification is
to be exported to eight (8) Marine Corp DSSC's. With modification, the
application will be available to additional sites requiring an issue
function capability.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: The objectives
of the application are: to control access, expedite check out,
increase inventory accuracy, provide a customer receipt at the point of
sale, update the host system records on a timely basis, and provide
management information.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: The system
assumes bar coded labels have been previously affixed to all issuable
items.
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LC(2ARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCCM/3BASE: United States Marine Corps (CLASS I).

2. POC: Major R. Maestas, Code LLS-PML, HQMC, Washington, D.C., 20380-0001,
SArMTMON 224-1919/5740.

3. APPLICATION: General Purpose TCAL Utility.

4. LOCATION: Development Site - Albany, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILSTONES: Completed.

* 6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The General Purpose TCAL Utility was developed to
standardize TCAL applications/coimunication modes and eliminate the requirement
for extensive TCAL programer support to new developments, it is driven by a
transaction format table and contains the same transaction definitions contained
in other standard Class I data entry methods.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: The General Purpose TCAL Utility is contained in and
created using a IBM/XT compiler from which the HEX files may be "burned" into an
EPRaIl chip or soft downloaded.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Developed in Telxon Common Application Language (TCAL).

9. FUNDING STATUS: Funded from Marine Corps PIF FY 85: $10,000.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STA US: Equipment is on hand.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: As part of a basic building block program, it is
readily exportable and intended to be used in multiple environments.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: The return on investment is determined by the
*environment and application in which the TACAL utility is ultimately utilized.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: The General Purpose ICAL
Utility reduces the dependency on contractor support for application software,
while providing significant improvements in terms of flexibility,
maintainability, and modifiability of the application software.

]4. NE)GATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LCXMARS TECHNOLOGY: None identified to date.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: United States Marine Corps (CLASS I).

2. POC: Major R. Maestas, Code LLS-PML, HQMC, Washington, D.C.,

20380-0001, AUTOVON 224-1919/5740.

*3. APPLICATION: Location Determination.

4. LOCATION: Development Site - Albany, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: Beta testing to begin in late August or
early September 1985.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: As part of a basic building block approach,
this application interfaces Bar Code scanning equipment with a
mainframe Class I system. Utilizing the scanning equipment as a data
entry device, it scans encoded NSNs when available or receives keyed
NSNs to generate a proposed location for incoming receipts.

-* Additionally, it creates bar coded labels as necessary.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: The program is established for use with a Telxon
*FBCR w/LS7000 hand held laser and decode module interfacing to an IBM
*: compatible PC workstation.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: The program is established in PC FOCUS at the PC

workstation.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Funded with USMC O&M.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: The initial suite of equipment is
on hand.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: As part of a basic building block
program, it is readily exportable to multiple environments requiring a
location determination function, (e.g., Physical inventory, general
warehousing).

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: The return on investment (ROI) is
determined by the environment in which the application is used.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: This application
establishes a reliable means of input to the locator files, eliminates
the manual process associated with determining locations for incoming
receipts and ensures file integrity. It also provides front end
labeling for items being received without labeling.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None identified.

P-5
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOM/BASE: United States Marine Corps (CLASS I).

2. POC: Major R. Maestas, Code LLS-PML, HQMC, Washington, D.C.,

20380-0001, AUTOVON 224-1919/5740.

3. APPLICATION: LOCATION VERIFICATION.

4. LOCATION: Development site - Albany, GA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: BETA testing to begin late August or
September 1985.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: As part of a basic building block approach,
this application interfaces Bar Code scanning equipment with a
mainframe Class I system. Utilizing the scanning equipment as a Data
Entry Device it scans the encoded NSN and location to eliminate the
manual process of conducting location verification.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: The program is established for use with a Telxon
PTC 701 PBCR w/LS7000 hand held laser & decode module, down loading to
an IBM compatible PC workstation.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: The program is established in TCAL at the PTC

level and PC FOCUS at the PC workstation.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Funded with USMC O&M.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: The initial suite of equipment is
on hand.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: As part of a basic building block
program, this application is readily exportable into multiple
environments requiring a location verification function, (e.g.,
physical inventory, general warehousing, plant property).

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: The return on investment (ROI) is
determined by the environment in which the application is used.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: This application
increases the accuracy of the locator file and eliminates the manual
process associated with location verification.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY: None identified.

-
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LOCX.HARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEI

1. PAJC*VBASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systets Coitinc

2. POC; 0. Smith, SUP 0613A, Autovon 227-7672/7683.

3. APPLICATION: Ccxuputer Tape Library Control.

4. LOCATION: NAVSUP Field Activities.

5. LEAD SITE ?iiLEM UNES: BD

6. SYSI! DESCRIPTION: Each tape library would record several numbers and
other key data when tapes are physically removed or returned to the tape
library. Preventive maintenance schedules and a standard tape accounting system
would be developed.

* 7. BASIC HARDWARE: TBD

" 8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD

9. FUIDING STATUS: TBD

10. EQUIPMqT ACJISITION STATUS: TM)

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: Navy-wide.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOY: Improved accuracy in
inventory of tape libraries, more timely reuse, and improved preventive
maintenance scheduling. Reduce time to conduct quarterly inventories and
possible savings due to reduced tape requirements.

14. NE)GATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LCGMARS T NCOLCGY: None.
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LOGMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

* 1. MAJCCM/B1ASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systems Comand.

2. POC: 0. Smith, SUP 0613A, Autovon 227-7672/7683.

3. APPLICATION: Document control.

* 4. LOCATION: Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, PA, and Ships Parts

Control Center, Mechanicsburg, PA.

* 5. LEAD SITE MILESIUFS: TBD.

6. SYSTEM4 DESCRIPrION: Through the use of bar code technology, the two
aforementioned sites will track the movement of purchase order documents through
the procurement cycle. The documents will be bar coded and scanned at strategic
points to record their status and location.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: IBM 3179, 6 Bar code readers.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: IDMS/CCBOL application programs. UDM II.

9. FUND1G STATUS: 200K.

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Complete

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: N/A

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: In Process.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOW4ARS TECEOGY: Integration of bar code

technology into the tracking of the purchase order documents will enhance
document flow, improve tracking, and improve document inventory accuracy.

14. NEXGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TBCHNCLOGY: None.
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LODC MS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

3. F0COZ-VBASE: Navy/Naval Supply systextis Cormind.

2. POC: 0. Smith, SUP 0613A, Autovon 227-7672/7683.

, 3. APPLICATION: Location Suivey.

4. LOCATIN: Naval supply Centers (NSC's).

E. EAD SITE MiLESUMES:

a. Identify Hardware Requirenints: 1 Jul 84.

b. Pi:oject Funds Available: FY85-86.

c. Equijtent Contract Award: FY-84.

d. Equipmint Received: FY-85.

e. Test Systeir: FY-85.

f. System Operational: T73D.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: To provide a system for collecting and validating
location survey data. Handheld microconu~.ters will be downloaded from the
mainfraroe with location survey data to prompt surveyors to the proper location.

7. BASIC HARWARE: Handheld microcomputers with laser scanners, pen wands,
*" Tandem rwairf rame.

8. BASIC SOIWARE: COBOL application prograwis. UDM Il.

9. FUN DING SAMIdS: TBD.

10. EQUIPM ET ACQUISITION STATUS: Contract has been awarded.

11. EJ'ZION CF APPLICATION: To be proliferated initially FY-86 through
FY-89.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNODC)GY:

a. Inctease productI% ity.

b. Fitiijate KeyTunching and punch, cards.

c. Capture data faster and nflKje! accurately.

3 4. NA'XIAIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LO,IARS TE1HNOLOGY: None.

Q-3
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LCX3ARS LEAD SITF DATA SHEET

1. MAJCC*.'V3ASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systems Command.

2. PC=: D. NovoLny, SUP 0631C, Autovon 225-9091/9099.

3. APPLICATIC: Bar coding data elements on nameplates used for
identification (-E parts and equipment.

4. LOCATION: TBD.

5. LEAD SITE MILES'TCES: TBD.

6. SYSTE4 DESCRIPTION: Selected data elements required by MIL-STD-130F or
data elements identified, as necessary, by Navy systems comands will be bar
coded on equipment nameplates and used for configuration control and equipment
validation. The encoded data will be collected via automatic scanning and
collection devices and uploaded to a host computer for subsequent processing.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: TBD

8. BASIC SOIWARE: TED

9. FUNDING STAnS: TBD

10. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTENSION CF APPLICATION: TBD.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING L(X4ARS TECHNCLGY: This method of data
copture will result in increased accuracy and speed in the data collection
efforts and concomitant reductions in data collection cost and increase in data
base accuracy.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLXGY: None.

Q-4
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L(GMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

* 1. MNAJCCV/EASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systems Conmmand.

2. POC: D. Novotny, SUP 0631C, Autovon 225-9091/9099.

- 3. APPLiCATION: Organic Rework.

4. LOCATIC: Navy depot level repair organizations.

5. LEAD SITE MILESIONES: TBD.

6. SYSF/ e)Ef;SCiIPTION: Bar code labels encoded with material identification
data will be affixed to the outer container or package of material being
returned to supply from organic overhaul. The data encoded on tike labels will
be used in the location survey and physical inventory functions.

7. BASIC |IM)ARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD.

9. FUMNDI STATUIS: TBh.

10. EgJIPMEtT ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

1]. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: TD.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

* 13. POSTIVE ASPECC'IS OF APPLY1G LOXARS TECHNLOGY: Labeling of the material
will result in an increase in the accuracy and speed of the data collection
effort and a concomitant contribution to the reduction in inventory cost and
increase in inventory accuracy.

14. NBGAT1VE ASPECTS OF APPLYING L=INARS TECHNO(XGx: None.

.o
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LCGMARS LEAD STfl' DATA SHEM'

I. MAJ CEX/BASE: h avy/Naval Supply Systems ConuLand.

2. POC: 0. Smith, SUP 0613A, Autovon 227-7672/7683.

3. APPLICATION: 1iant Property Accountability.

4. LOCATION: NAV 1UP Field Activities.

j. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: TBD.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Bar code technology will be used to collect inventoly
data for plant property. Bar code labels will be affixed to plant property.
'71*2 data encoded on the label will be collected during invento :ies through
:utuiotic scaning and collection devices. The data will be uploaded to a },otL
:iii/iainfiant cor,-ute. for conilation.

7. FASIC HARIARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD.

9. FUNDIri* ;'TATUS: TBD.

10. EQUIPtE ACQUISIT]iO STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTE4SIt4 OF APPLICATION: Navy-wide.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECINOL(Y: This system will result
Jin an increase in the accuracy and speed of the data collection effort and a
concomitant reduction ir inventory cost and an increa-e in plant property
inventory accuracy.

,4. N'EGATWE ASPFOIS OF APPLYING LOG1MS TECHNOLOGY: None.
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L I'ICARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJC(11/BASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systems Comand.

2. POC: D. Novotny, SUP 0631C, Autovon 225-9091/9099.

3. APPLICATION: Repairable Assets Managenent.

4. LOCATION: At all repairable asset stocking and repair facilities.

5. LEAD SITE MILES'TES: Naval Supply Center, Jacksonville.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIIIN: The numter, value, and importance of repairable itEls
have increased significantly in recent years. Furthermore, there is a 9rowing
nunber of repairables which are managed/repaired by one service for multiservice
use. Given the life of a repairable asset and the handling it undergoes during
its Lepair-use cycle, a standard means to positively identify each asset is
required. A standard identification label with key data elements bar coded
would enable the various activities to accurately identify the repairable. Such
data elements could include National Stock Number or could consist of simply a
unique "license" plate number that could be cross-referenced in a couputer data
base to all other data.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD.

9. FUNDING STATUS: TBD.

10. EQJIPMNT ACQUISITION SrVAEUS: TD.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: TBD.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TD.

13. POCiTIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNGOi: Adoption of this method
will enhance the repairables tracking process and result in increases in
inventory accuracy.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING UXMARS MECHNOLOGY: None.

4.
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L(X4ARS LEAD SITE DATA SHELT

1. MAJCCFVBASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systems Conivand.

2. POC: L. Glasco, SUP 0613, Autovon 227-7672/4106.

3. APPLICATION: An integLated system that will include phybical inventory,
location survey, shipping, receiving, automating mailing labels to include
assignment of registry numbers, production measurement, presorting outgoing mail
by zip code, and by unit identification code, and sorting for coniuissioning of
ships.

4. LOCATION. Naval Publications aid Forri Center (NPFC), Philadelphia, PA.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: TBD.

6. SYSTEM4 DESCRIPTION: Bar coded labels will be affixed to location bins and
eventually to each item. Automated inventories and location surveys will be
conducted using portable bar code scannerf.. How the other functional areas
described will utilize bar coding will be determined at a later date.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SC*IWARE: TBD.

9. FUNDING STATUS: TBD.

10. EQUIPMEN ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: NPFC only.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOLOGY:

a. Increase productivity.

b. Eliminate keypunching.

c. Capture data faster and more accurately.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYINGJ LCG'ARS TECH1I4CLGY: None.
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LOXMARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCOaVBASE: Navy/Naval Supply Systers Corviand.

2. POC: L. Glasco, SUP 0613, Autovon 227-7672/4106.

3. APPLICATION: Use of bar code technology with the EDD Form 250 (Material
Inspection and Receiving Report) and SF 1103 (Government Bill of Lading).

4. LOCATION: DOD-wide.

5. LEAD SITE MILESIES: TBD.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIC: Potentially, thcougI, the use of bar code techno]ogy,
each of the aforementioned documents will be used by each DOD service/agency to
retrieve and record data in their data bases in order to expedite document flow
and the material movement and accounting functions. The docunents will be bar
coded and subsequently scanned at strategic points.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: TBD.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: TBD.

9. FUNDING STATUS: Joint funding in the amount of $100,000 was provided by
the LWGARS Coordinating Group for developmental and prototype efforts.

10. EQUIPMEUM ACQUISITION STATUS: TBD.

11. EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: TBD.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOCGARS TICHNOLOGY: Improved inventory
accuracy and positive control of document and material flow.

14. NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING L(OXARS TECHNOLOY: None.
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LDGhARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

1. MAJCCM/BASE: Defense Logistics Agency.

2. POCs:

Mr. Michael Noll, DLA, DMECSO, (AV) 695-4787. DOD/DLA
Mrs. Lillie M. Brown, DLA, D rME , (AV) 695-4787 DCD/DLA
mr. Wayne Andreotti, DLA, DDOU, (AV) 790-7336 DDOU

Mr. Gerald Gibson, HQ AMC, (AV) 284-8800. SAAD (RDF/1387)
FT ORD (RDF/1387)
FT SHAFTER (RDF)
SHAD (1387)

Mr. U.J. West, NAVSUP, (AV) 225-4639. NAS PATUXENT (RDF)
NSC CHARLESTON (RDF/1387)

Mrs. Camillo J. Althof, HQ AFLC, (AV) 787-4118. WRALC (RDF/1387)
CpFrI"i AFB (RDF)

Maj. Richard Maestas, HQ MC, (AV) 224-1919. MCLB BARSTOW (RDF/1387)
MCB PE DLETI (RDF/1387)

Mrs. Kathy Andersen, HQ DPDS, (AV) 369-6906. DPDO HILL (RDF)

3. APPLICATION: DoD LOGMARS Documentation Test Project (Wholesale and Retail
. Shipping/Receiving).

4. LOCATICN4S:

Shipping: Defense Depot Ogden, UT. (DDOU)

Receiving: Ari.y - Sacramento Army Depot, CA. (SAAD)
Ft. Ord, CA.
Ft. Shafter, HI.
Sharpe Army Depot, CA. (SHAD)

Navy - NSC Charleston, SC
NAS Patuxent River, i).

Air Force -Warner Robins ALC, GA.
Offutt, AFB, NE.

Marine Corps - MCLB Barstow, CA.
1st. FSSG, MCB Camp Pendleton, CA.

Defense Property Disposal Office - Hill AFB, UT.
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,. 5. LEAD SI'T'E tlILES'IONES:

" a. Identify Functional Requirements. Completed.
b. Identify Hardware Requirenents. Cctlpleted.
c. Project Funds Available. Completed.

, d. Equipment Contracts Awaided. Completed.
e. Fquipment Received. Completed.
f. Test System. Completed.
g. System Operational. Completed.

6. SYSTM DESCRIPTION:

a. DoD-wide LCiARS Inlementation: This DoD-wide Docuntation test
Project was developed by the Joint Services LOGMARS Documentation Subgroup as
part of a DoD-wide program to implement the DoD Standard Symbology, and to
evaluate and determine standard bar coded data elements for incorporation into

- standard DoD documentation. Shipping and receiving documentation that
acccluanies or are affixed to material mo~ving through the Logistic% system were
tested at the wholesale/retail levels. New bar code versions of two Ou Forms,
the 1348-1 (DoD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document) and the 1387
(Mlitaty Shipment Label) were tested in the issue, packing, shipping, and
transportation functions at DDOU, at Sharpe Consolidation Containerization Point
(CCP), (updating the Logistics Intelligence File (LIF) only), aix] at 10
receiving activities. The Defense Logistics Agency is the lead component in the
Documentation Test Project and serves as the shipping activity to
wholesale/retail receiving sites selected by the Military Services and Defense
Logistics Agency. One of the recommendations in the LOGMARS Final Report was
that Interservice coordination be effected in the areas of shipping and

- receiving to assure that the DoD Standard Symbology was applied uniformly
. throughout DoD.

- Under current DoD procedures shipping and receiving documentation are normally
processed by nanual methods and/or through key entry of data (keypunch or CRT)
into ianual or mechani, ;. ,iysteris. Implementation of the bar code technology
will enhance present or new systems by autonating, where feasible, data

* entry/collection and processing. Under the test project, conatio data elements
were bar coded and scanned in the ship1ping/receiving ard transportation
functions. Ten receiving sites tested the Receipt Data Form an6 seven sites
tested the DD Form 1387.

b. Test Fornts and Concept:

(1) A single-part bar coded Receipt Data Form (RDF) was tested as a
replacement for the multipart DD Form 1348-1. The RDF has two bar coded data
elements: the Document Number and the National Stock Number (NSN) (when the
document number has a Suffix Code it will be encoded as part of the document
nufter). The form is designed for rapid data collection/entry by both machine
and manual nrthods. It is printed an a Laser Printer to test high speed
fan-folded paper. The Laser Printer will print 45 pages per minute. Each page
contains three receipt data forms which equals 135 forms printed in one minute.
The text is formatted and merged on the paper in one process. Each form is an
original. The bar code is printed or, the form when it is created as a
shipping/receiving document. The RDF is printed with a Pick Ticket attached to
it, separated by a perforation.

R-7.J
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At the bottom of the Pick Ticket is a detachable 6-position bar coded
OpeLational Control Number (CCN). The Pick Ticket/OCN are used at the shipping
activity and the RDF is used at the receiving site.

(2) A bar coded DD Form 1387, Military Shipment Label, was tested as a part
of Military Standard Transportation and Movement Procedures (MILSTA4P)
Improvement TOPIC 10 (MIPIO), to improve and simplify the gathering and
reporting of intransit data. The Transportation Control Number (TCN) and the
Piece Number were bar coded. The 1387 was used for all modes of shipment:
Freight, Parcel Post and United Parcel Service. It is printed on a Dot Matrix

- Printer utilizing both medium a] low bar code densities. The Dot Matrix
*.. Printer at DDOU Prints one form per 14 seconds or 4 forms per minute. As a

result of initial testing, the recommendation was adopted to bar code an
additional data element on the test DD For 1387. The Consignee DoD Activity
Adress Code (DoDAAC) will also be bar coded in the "Ultimate Consignee or Mark
For" block of the form.

c. Documentation Test:

(1) Shipizj: Use of the single-part shipping/receiving document begins in
the depot picking function where the Pick Ticket is used by the shipping
activity to provide hard copy information necessary to issue, pack and ship the
stock.

When the quantity of stock requested on the Picking Ticket has been issued, the
customer's Receipt Data Form is detached from the Pick Ticket and placed inside
of a poly bag. The poly bag containing the RDF is attached to the outside of
the unit pack and the Pick Ticket and OCN are attached to the outside of the
unit pack just above the Receipt Data Form. The material is then routed to
packing. At packing, the OCN label from the first line item going into a
container is detached from the Pick Ticket and affixed to the exterior of the
shipping container. It becomes the Master OCN. The Pick Ticket is rernOved from
the item prior to placing it into the shipping container.

Packing a typical shipmenrt includes reading/scanning and the OCN on each line
. item as it is placed into the shipping container. This read updates the status

of the line item in the computer, records accountability of the line item, and
* identifies it to a container or shipment unit.

When the container has been closed, reading/scanning of the Master OCN on the
. shipping container, updates the status of all of the records of the line items

in the container, and loads the file for subsequent printing of an Automated
Packing List (APL), Route Slip and the bar coded DD Form 1387, (Military
Shipment Label) at the offer station.

Thlie container moves from the packing station to the scale: weight and 'cube data
ate obtained, the Master OCN on the outside of the container is scanned again to

" access the appropriate file and the shipment is offered to transportation. This
* input generates the Automated Packing List, Route slip and bar coded DD Form

3387. The forms accompany the material as it is routed to transportation by
Re.
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AL Lansportation the Automated Packing List facilitate, tle billing process
* where the Government Bill of Lading (GBL) oi otheL documentation such as a

vanifest is printed. Intransit data are transmitted via AUTOMIN to the Central
Data Collection Point at Tracy, CA (CDCP) and stored when shipment is made fiora
DDGU. Prepositioned Data is also transceived from DD(U to each receiving
act ivity via AIYIWIN.

(2) Receivinq: When a shipment arrives at o receiving activity, it will be
accovanied by three forms: the bar coded DD Form 1387 (affixed to the ouLtide
of the container), the Automated Packing List and the bar coded Receipt Data
Form (placed inside of a packing list envelope and attached to the outside of
the shipping containers on single line shiprents; the RDF is attached to the
item on flultipack shiprints with the APL on the outside of the container).

Use of the bar coded single-part Receipt Data Form begins when the customer
receives the material and unpacks the exterior container and verifies the
material, quantity an(] documentation. The bar coded docurxent number and
National Stock Nunter are the keys to accessing the customer receipt suspense
file, through scanning, to reconcile the receipt with the requisition. The
Autonoted Packing List facilitates the receipt opeiation b y providing a listing
of container contents.

The bar coded M14J or the 1387 is scanned using a portable bar code reader, date
of receipt is recorded, and intransit data are transmitteCd to the CDCP via
AUTCDIN and matched on the TCN. Files are updated and intransit data reports
are generated as cequ-ed for evaluation purposes. Virtually every aspect of
Logistics is involved with the transportation systemt. Ont of the most irfiortant
objectives in this test is to automate the nmethod of gathering and reporting of
intransit data, and thereby, eliminate the intransit data card.

d. Ptototype Form Interim Use: The cormencement of the live test occurred 23
Ju'y 1984 at Defense Depot Ogden, Utah, and ended 1 June 1985 when the waiver of
signature and retention requirements granted by Defense Logistics Standard
Systeras Office (DLSSC) terninated.

Defense Depot Ogden wil continue to ship the two prescribed bar coded docurTents
in the interim period pending formal approval by the LOXMIRS Coordinating Group
(LCG) and DLSSC.
By CASD imarandurt, 31 May 1985, subject: Interim Use of Logistics Applications

of tutoitated Marking and Reading Syribols (IX APS) Test Documents, authorization
was granted for interim use of the forms Izovided testing was successful. The
test appearb to be successful. All individual test and evaluation reports are
to be submitted by 31 August 1985 to DMECSO. The oveLall project report will be
subilLLed to the LCG/DJSSO by 1 December 1985, recoiueiiding one standard version
of each test form.

7. BASIC HARIlARE:

a. Shipping - Laser Printer, dot matrix printers, moving beam laser
scanner, hand held laser scanners, port. concentrator, asynchronous exterder,
CRMs, rack munted modem, rack enclosure, stand alone modems, mini CPU.

R-1 .3
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b. Receiving - Portable bar code readers (PBCRs), laser scannes,, ward
scanners, CI-Th, p)totocol converters, micro CPUs, piinteiE, coimunications
controllers, froMt Elid processOLS, aco'iztic couplers, PBCR cLadles, stand alon:

8. BASIC SCFIWARE: Program Load Modules for bar code readers/scannels;
prociaos required to provide interface/coxvumications capability between
xk)Ltable bar code equipment and CRs/micros and host computer systemL.

Application programs required for PBCRs, mini/icro and host conuters to
facilitate on-line/update capability, data storage, processing and transceiving
of data dounloaded/uploaded between PBCRs, CPUs and the CDCP.

9. FUDING STATUS; The test project was funded.

I0. IJ[JJPE2,UV ACQUL]TI]CO STATUS. Completed for test pIrpowes.

11. EXTNSMION OF APPLICATION: Expansion to approximately 30 additional sites
in the interim period, FY 86-87. DoD-wide implementation pending formzl
approval of standard bar coded documents by DLSSO.

12. COSI BENEFIT ANALYSIS: To be determined.

13. POSITIVE ASPECI'S OF APPLY]1N LOGMRS TECHNOLOGY: The successful
incorporation and use of the bar code technology demonstrates the potential for
reduction of paper work, improvement of productivity, and increase of receipt,
issue shipkent arid intransit data reporting accuracy.

14, INMATIVF ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECIMNLO3Y: None.

P- .



L0XMA-iS LEAD SIE: DATA S1I1,1'

' 1. MtJCc.VASE: Joint DOD Component Services.

2. POC: LTC Ira King, Chairman, DCI) LOGMARS Permanent Marking Subgroup.

3. APPLICATION: Laser Etched Bar Code Weapons Test.

" 4. LOCATION: Etching - Warner Robins Air Logistics Center.

Field sites: Army ............. Ft. Benning, GA.
Air Force ........ Robins AFB, GA.
- arine Corps ..... Camp Lejeune, NC.

Paris island, SC.

5. LAD SITE MILESTONES: Final report completed.

6. SYSTF,J DESCRIPT'ION: The purpose of this test was to determine the
feasibility of laser etching 3-of-9 bar codes and accontan ing Hu tan Readable
Interpretation (ERI) on weapons. The test involved laser etching bar coded
seial nunbers on over 1000 weapons including M16's, 160's, .38 CAL revolvers
and .45 CAL automatics, subjecting said weapons to field conditions; and
scanning these weapons per iodically over a one year period to detemidne if the
bar codes could be read.

7. BASIC HARIMARE: 2 PBCR's, 1 Modent, 1 Acoustic Coupler, 1 Laser Etching
system.

8. BASIC SCE(01WARE: Bar code reader and laser etching system, software.

" 9. FUNDING STA"LUS: Application has been funded.

10,. EQIP-WT ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

1]. E "MNSI( CF APPLICATION: If CLP problems are resolved (see paragraph 14
below) this application can be proliferated throughout DOD.

12. CS'T BENFIJT AAIYSIS: Not applicable.

]3. POSIT]VE ASPF'1 S OF APPLYING LOGMARS TFChN3L#,GY: Test results showed that
weapons can bc laser etched with a 3-of-9 bar code and this code can be read
after the weapons are subjected to field conditions.

]'. IECGATIVE ASPECIM OF APPLYING LOGAS TECVOLOGY: Some weapons tested could
rit be read after being subjected to field conditions. Other weapons tested had
poor first read rates. These negative aspects are contributed to a
di .coloration of the bar code caused by the Cleaner, Lubricant, Preservative
(CLP) substzirce used during Weapons Room Rebuild operations. The test director

S is in the process of determining a clear coating to be applied over the bar code
• . 'ch would iesolve tte CIP problems.
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LO (kRS LEAD SITE DATA SHEETS
1. MAJCOfVBASE: US Army, Tobyhanna Army Depot, ('TOAD)

2. POC's: Stuart Crouse, (Co-Chairman), AMCPSCC, SDSTO-T, Autovon 795-7146.

Frank Murray, (Co-Chairman), NAVSUPSYSC14, SUP 0613B, Autovon
27-7672.

K. 3. APPLICATION: LOC4ARS Test Subgroup:

a. Bar code label and equipment test and evaluation.

b. Environmental testing - accelerated weathering.

c. Generating bar code standards and specifications.

4. LOCATION: Army Materiel Conuand, Packaging, Storage, and Containerization
Center.

5. LEAD SITE MILESTONES: Ongoing.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTICa: Not Applicable (N/A).

7. BASIC HARDWAIE: Laboratory equiperit to sitalate envirionrmntal conditions,
cr:asure reflectance, and analyze materials.

8. BASIC SOFIWAPE: N/A..

9. FUNDING STATUS: Funded.

IC. EQUIPI1,4T ACQUISITION STATUS: Completed.

11. F_4TENSION OF APPLICATION: DID-wide.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: N/A.

]3. PI1TIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOGMARS TECHNOUXGY: Results of tests will
(iassure that DOD components procure the best available materials and equipnent
needed to support the LOGMARS program.

14, ESGATIVE ASPECIS OF APPLYING LOCGARS TECHNOLOGY: None.
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LOMiARS LEAD SITE DATA SHEET

I. M&JCOVBASE: HQ, AMC

_* 2. POCs. Ms. Davenport, AMC, AUTOVON 284-8359; Ms Shinko, NCAD, AUTOVN
977-7353; Mr. Smith, DESCOM, AUTOVON 238-7935.

3. APPLICATION: DSS/ALOC Intransit Visibility.

4. LOCATICN: NCAD.

5. LEAD SITE PILESIOES:

a. Identify functional requirements: Conleted.

b. Identify ha.N;;_e requirements: Completed.
* c. Project funds available: Completed.

d. Equipment contract awarded: Completed.

e. Equipment received: Completed.

f. Test system - NCAD to Dover Air Force Base : Completed

g. Test system - NCAD to Supply Support Activity: TBD

- h. Test results due: TBD

i. Application proliferation: TBD

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The system is designed to generate transport control
muvement data in bar code fornat. The data is captured at each movement stage,
converted to an automatic digital network (AUTODIN) Message format, and input
directil to an AUTIU)IN switch for routing to the Logistic Control Activity to
update the logistic intelligence file (LIF).

7. BASIC HARDWARE: Dot Matrix Printer - label generation; bar code reader
with wand with RS232 interface; simplified query response terminal (SQRT) with
RS232 interface; and concentrator and dial interface unit for connection to
AUTIDIN.

8. BASIC SOF'IWAKE: rxtract program to pass transportation control and
rocvewent d-uament (TCMD) to printA. - Management Information Systems
Di rectorate, NCAD; printer format and American Standard Code for Information
Diterchange Standard Coded Data conversion to bar code; read validate program -
bar code reader; message format program - SQRT; and terminal line sharing and
AL I1N protocol -concentrator.
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9. FUNDING STATUS: Financed DOD LOCGMARS funding.

a. FY 83 funds allocated: $99,000.

b. FY 83 funds spent: $78,000.

c. FY 83 funds returned: $21,000.

d. FY 84 funds allocated: $33,000.

1C. EQUIPM;ENT ACQUISITION STATUS: Complete for test only.

11. EXTENSIC OF APPLICATION: As this application is partially dependent on
the aerial port of debarkation ability to scan the labels and update through
their conputer system, extension of application to Sharpe Army Depot (SHAD) will
be dependent on the lilitary Air Comrand system upgrade at Travis Air Force
Basr, CA.

* 12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: Not completed. Initial reviews indicates keyboard
input savings at label generation and punch and batch control savings for data
capture.

13. POSITIVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING L(IXMA S TECHNOL. Y: Accurate and tinRly
captuie of data; rapid update of LIF; and imediate query response facilities.

14. NEGATIVE ASPErM OF APPLYIN3 ILOC 1 ,ARS TECHNOL)Y:

a. Bar code printer purchased was not best avaLable. The bar code reader
has limited user-owner progranining support.

b. Connunications interface has limited expansion options.

c. The above are lessons learned, but are not failures. The overall system
is highly successful.

..- . . .- 4 .1



LWI.ARdSo LAD SIT. DA'1A SHEET

1. MAJCOVBASE: Joint DOD Component Seivices.

2. POC: LTC Ira King, Chairman, DID LOMARS Permanent Marking Subgroup,
Ai]TOVON 787-4118.

3. APPLICATION: Laser Etched Bar Code Reparable Assets Test.

4. LOCATION: Air Force ......... Nellis AFB, NV.

Army ............ Fort Rucker, AL.

5. LEAD SITE MILESOES: Final Report to be completed by October 1985.

6. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: This test is being conducted to determine the
practicability of etching bar coded identification data on materials and items
within DOD. The primary testing effort of this DCD laser project will be the
etching or reparable assets to include weapons replacement assemblies, line
replaceable units, and shop replaceable units. The etched reparable assets will

* be returned to agencies for field use. Final site scannings will be performed
to determine the effects of field use on the readability of the etched bar
codes. A final report will be published and disseminated after a test period of
approximately I year.

7. BASIC HARDWARE: 2 PBCR's, I modem, I Acoustic Coupler, I Laser Etching

system.

8. BASIC SOFTWARE: Bar Code Reader and Laser Etching System Software.

* 9. FJNDIG STATUS: Completed.

1C. EQUIPf-9r ACQUISITION STATUS: Conleted.

I). EXTENSION OF APPLICATION: If test results are positive, to be proliferated
throughout DCD.

12. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: TBD.

13. POSITIVE. ASPECTS OF APPLYING LOARS TECHNOOGY: Test will determine the
feasibility of using laser etched bar codes for reparable assets.

14. NEGATJVE ASPECTS OF APPLYING LCGMARS TECHNOLOGY: Funding and labor hours
required to perform the test
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[GMARS IBESSONS I'LUPIZD

SG n -*fC' 1 ( *.cP$ C (SDS'TD-T) Tobyly, luia, A 18466-5097.

• Li7,: U,.,a Cod.e Vetification Devices

. : 9 July !,8".

:L ': -,CC1DAISCA 3600 Verification Instrument.

_ " . : Vrificat-jui of Contictor receipts.

;;LLL: erification, of labels on rough or uneven surfaces in a depot
,:,'']kOnnen'lt.

I ~'T . a Tere is no imnadiate solution to this problem. The CCDASCAN 3600 is

.. utact sctanri 9 device, and as such requires a smooth flat surface for proper
icWnj and verification of a baL code. It has been recoriernded that DLA

eats discontinue use of the CODASCAN 3600 in a warehouse environment and
.ize tihe R JS In.spector, which has also been procured for depot veiifi.ation,
-:rifv bar codes on new procurerents and in-house produced labels. DLA is

rig with other DoD components and industry to develop specifications for a
*-of--9 bar code verifier suited for the DoD depot environment.

?P9<, Chief, DtECSO, c/o DGSC, Bldg. T113, Richmnd, VA 23297

*.. T X/PHON: Jim Goru-in (AV) 695-4787

[ LB OF OP.IGINAT'I: -juiptint Specialist.

7 CPTvZ7 iON : DLA -CW'.
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°-1RS LESSONS LEARNED

PROPONE14r: AMCPSCC (SDSTr-T) Tobyhanna, PA. 18466-5097.

SUBJECT: In-house Bar Code Label Production.

DATE: 9 July 1985.

REFERS TO: Smearing of Labels.

APPLICATiON:I Marking of new receipts and returns.

PROBLEM: A snearing problem has surfaced regarding the labels being produced at
the depots. When the verifier Or other contact reading device is drawn across

* the bat code syibol it leaves a black line through the symbol. Bar code symbols
with black lines will produce a "no read" situation. When the label is rubbed
against another surface, the symbol smears. This lowers the print contrast
which also promotes "no reads", especially when attenpting to use a contact

*- scanning device.

SOUJTIC,: Using an OCR quality ribbon will alleviate the streaking and smearing

*: problem.

OFROM: Chief, DMECSO, c/o DGSC, Bldg T113, Richmord, VA 23297.

POC/PHONE: Jim Gorman, (AV) 695-4787.

TITLE OF ORIGINATOR: Equipment Specialist.

ORGANI 2ATION: DLA-OW.
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LXXMARS LESSONS LEARNED

1IPOP ENT': Sharpe Army Depot (SHAD), SDSSH-IM, Lathrop, CA 95331.

GJ-i~jL']I: Lessons Learned DD Form 1387.

-W-.L OF SUBNIISSTCN: I July 1985.

T AMISSION PEFTAINS MO: Application Software.

* IITJUJTON: Retail Receiving Test, CCP Transhipment.

PROBLEM: The problem is the incompatibility of the CCP Document Nurber
i.tlrisit Data File (YAC 54) inquiry ard the Transportation Control Number in
pocessing "single line" items. This inquiry accepts a document nutber but
: cause the bar code scanner reads a ICN, the two formats conflict.

WLLITTON: A System Change Request, DSHAMD431201, was submitted to Logistics
5;se Support Activity (LSSA) for the needed changes to correct this
-*it.uat ion.

LESSM, LLARNED: A need to be aware of the incompatibility problem well in
advance of testing so that corrective action can be taken before test results
are affected.

-FROM: Corruarder, Sharpe Army Depot, Lathrop, CA 95331.

!P02/PHONE: Doug Bennett, AUTOWCN 462-2653.

iiTLE OF ORIGINAOR: Computer Specialist.

,ANY( IZATNI ON: SDSSH-IM.

14
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LCXMARS LESSONS LEARNED

PROPONENT: SHAD (SDSSH-IM) T.athrop, CA 95331

S1,1ECI': Lessons Learned DD-FoLr, 1387.

"* DATE OF SJBMISSION: 1 July 1985.

THIS SMJ41SSION PERTAINS TO: Hardware Performance.

APPLICATION: Retail Receiving Test, CCP Transhipment.

PR(ILE': The LS 7000 bar code scanner would not read the Transportation Control

Nunber (TCN) consistently. It usually took several scans before the TLCN was

successfully read.

SOLUTICN: The LS 7000 scanner should be traded for an improved model, the LS
7000 IIP. This scanner was tested and was found to read any bar code with no
difficulty. If scanneL cannot be traded in for the improved model, it ha been
suggested that the LS 7000 be up-graded with a new chip.

LESS(X LEARNED: More research should have been accomplished to correctly
identify which bar code scanner would adequately fit the needs of the proposed

- Lest sites.

* FROM: Cormuader, Sharpe Army Depot, Lathrop, CA 95331.

*POC/PHONE: Don Thorpe, AUTOVON 462-2653.

* TITLE CF CRIGINATOR: Coriputer Equipment Analyst.

O]RGANiZATION: SDSSH- IM
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*LOGMARS LESSONS LEARNED

* . PiROPONEI': AM PSOC (SDST-T), '2-YHAM4A, PA 18466-5097.

S&IBJECT: Lessons Learned RDF.

DATE OF SUBLISSION: 12 Jul 1985.

IHIS SUBIMISSION PERTAINS TO: Other.

APPLICATION: Wholesale Receiving Test.

F:,C-,LE4: Even though equipment problems played a major role in why the RDF test
could not be conducted using an automated process, the fact that inquiry task
Y1flRR (formerly UHDRR) was not worked would not allow access to the PMRD
suspense file on the SDS.

SOLUTION: Resubmit SCR in order to gain real time access to the SDS PI-D
suspense file.

LESSON LEARNED: If possible insure that programndng awix program changes are

accomplished prior to implementation time.

FRCM: Conmander, Sacramento Army Depot, Sacramento, CA.

POC/PHONE: John Suazo/ AUTOVON 839-2153.

i TITLE CF ORIGINATOR: L(XMARS Coordinator.

CRGAN ZATION: SDSSA-RRM.
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L£3.1ARS LESSONS LEAID

PRO(GNt47: AI-CPSCC (SDSTC-T), ITCBYANNA, PA 18466-5097.

SU* rECr: Lessons Learned RDF.

iW'T' C SUBMISSION: 17 May 1985.

'ihiS SJB~ilSSION PERTAINS TO: Site Preparation.

*" APPLICATION: Retail Receiving Test.

PROBL74: T ere was no site preparation by the contractor. We were not really
aware of what would be required in regards to physical facilities needed.

SOLMla0J: Site tours should be made by conttacto to ensure the location is
L eady for equilpent installation. This would point out such deficiencies as
insufficient power, lack of proper connections, telephone accesL available if'( equired.

LESSON LFAR N: It is the minor (so it seems) details that can make it hard to

conplete a hookup.

FR M: Comander, HQS, 7th irf. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941.

* ±POC/PPONE: Doris N. Davis/AUTOXVN 929-5504/2712.

TiME OF ORIGINATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

CROt2A!IZAION AFZWI-DI-SP-C.
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LOT.JUS ILESSONS LIAE1d3J

P}tOPCZU¢f: A'KPSCC (SDSTO-T), IUYHANA, PA 18466-5097.

FURJiEX7P: Lessons Learned RDF.

DATE% OF SUBMISSION: ]7 N.ay 1985.

.. SUBEiSSI([i PERTAINS 10: Training.

ALPFTLCATION: Retail Receiving Test.

:wPCt EN.: COItLactor did not haxve equipment set up and leady for training. The
,Lalners virtually had to unpack and set up all the equipment they trained on.

-:tLe manager training was conducted after operator training.

S'O UTION: Trainers should arrive at the site at least I day before actual
tLainin9 is to begin. This would allow ample time for setting up equipmnt arid
i tclaration for training. It would be beneficial for the site nanaget to be
tzraIned prior to operators being trained.

-L;i-SO4 LEARNED: Contractor should allow some time for site preparation, also
fu, delays in travel.

. 'PON. Cortrfander, HQS, 7th Inf. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941.

"- : XiPHONE: Doris M. Davis/AUTGVON 529-5504/2712

ME7T.E OF ORIGINATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

. (iG,IIZATION: AFSKA-DI-SP-C.
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L.GM1A LESSONS LEAR4)

. , ,.A-'- CPSCC (SDST-T), D1CYFANNA, PA 18466-5097.

SU-RFXT: 'LessonZ Learned RDF.

A'iT. OF SUBiISSjCN: 17 Pay 1985.

i;S !q SUIiSSIM' PERTAINS TO: Installation.

jApPiGCATICji: Retail Receiving Test.

" cbLFnL: Contractor did no hardware installation. The test site participants

andC USALOX Lepresertative did virtually all of the hardware installation.

Contractor only came on site when pressured to complete the software interface.

0UJTION: Contractor should be on site for hardware delivery and installation.

" Representative should be thoroughly familiar with requirements of 
the contract.

i.MS LEARNED: Put this in writing (in the contract itself) that the

contractor will be on site and install hardware.

* FRCM: Conacder, HQS, 7th inf. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941

' M/HJ4E: Doris M. Davis/AMTO 929-5504/2712.

TiELFE OF CRIGINATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

SCi.7ATIO,: AFZW-DI-SP-C.
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LOGtARS LESSONS LEARNED

PROPMET: AM)CPSCC (SDSTIO-T), l(LWA, PA 18466-5097.

SUTBJECT: Lessons Learned RDF.

DATE OF SUBMISSICN: 37 May 1985.

THIS SUBMISSION PERTAINS TO: Operational Procedures.

AP1PLICATION: Retail Receiving Test.

PROBLE1M: Telephone line Lestrictions precluded hard wiring from operating sites
'o the computer site. Because of this, each division site had to have 2
Lelephones available, one to send the data and one to notify the receiving
Location that the warehouse was ready to send. On the installation side, the
protable bar code readers were brought to Supply Division by the user and then
hwid carried to the AMO for uploading. When uploading was completed, readers
wtre picked up by Supply Division personnel and returned to user.

"GLUT1ON: Direct telephone hookups should be available with an auto answer
%.- 1,dem on the receiving end.

* LESSON LEARNED: The uploading was a time consuming effort without the direct on
*" site hookup.

FRQ1: Conmander, HQS, 7th if. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941

P( /'PUONE: Dori M. Davis/AUTWON 939-5504/2712.

TITLE OF ORIGINAaOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

ORGANIZATION: AI'ZW-DI-SP-C.
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'-; I/. MOGARS LEScX0W I,&AR NIM

PROPON124T: A.CPSCC (SDSTO-T), 2YlAN, PA 18466-5097.

SUBJECI': Lessons Learned RDF.

DAM C SUBMIISSION: 17 May 1985.

THIS SUISSION PERTAINS TO: Hardware Performance.

APPLICATION: Retail Receiving Test.

PRCBL,: Hardware performance is basically satisfactory. A problem with the
"- recharging of batteries in the decoder module (which powers the laser scanner)

was caused by faulty connector wire.

*SOLUTION: Wire was replaced by vendor and batteries charge now.

FROM: Commander, HQS, 7th Inf. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941.

SPOC/PHONE: Doris M. Davis/AUTO" 929-5504/2712.

* TITLE OF ORIGINATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

OlGANI ZATION: AFZW-DI-SP-C
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UGARS LESSONS LEARNED

PROPONENT: AMCPSCC (SDSTO-T), TOBYHANNA, PA 18466-5097.

SUBJECI': Lessons Learned RDF.

DATE OF SUBMISION: 17 May 1985.

"HIS SUB.ISSION PERTAINS TO: Hardware Interface.

APPLICATION: Retail Receiving Test.

PROBLEZ.,: Hardware interface was too complicated. Connections had to be made
through too many pieces of equipaent. The more equipment, the greater chance of
pLoblems. This also created software interface problems, in that each
additional piece of equipment requires another software (protocol) interface.

SOLUTION: The Management Information Systems should be directly involved in
planning stage of any new system, since they ultinately receive the data. If
M~anagement Information systems is involved at the beginning, available hardwa e
resources would be better identified. Requirements for hardware could be
tailored to fit existing equipment, rather than adding equipnet to conmlete
i nterface.

LESSON LEARNED: Thorough planning should be done before any conaitr.ent for
hardware or software is made. This couild prevent costly anen ments to the
contract.

FRQO1: Commander, HOS, 7th Inf. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941

POC/PHONE: Doiis M. Davis/AUTOVON 929-5504/2712

'IM2LE OF ORIGINATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

CRGANI ZATION: AFZW-DI-SP-CA.
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LOGMARS LESSOUS LFAIVNED

PROPONEi': A14CPSOC (SDSIM-T), 'XBYHANNA, PA 18466-5097

SJBJECT: Lessons Learned RDF.

DATE OF SUBMISSION: 17 May 1985.

THIS SUBMISSION PERTAINS TO: Delivered Software.

APPLICATION: Retail Receiving Test.

-" PRCBLh Delivered software had to be modified. These were nmiror modifications
, however and should be considered as a normal part of the test implementation.

* FR(M: Coritnander, HQS, 7th Inf. Div., Fort Ord, CA 93941

POC/PHONE: Doris M. Davis/AUTOVON 929-5504/2712.

TITLE OR ORIGINATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

OWAIZATION: AFZW-DI-SP-C.
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LOGARS LESSONS LEARNED

PROPOGT: AMCPSCC (SDSTO-T), TC)3YHANNA, PA 18466-5097.

r- UBJECT: Lessons Learned RDF.

DATE CF SUBiIS,,ION: 17 May 1985.

IhIS SUBM.ISSION PERTAINS TO: Corminication Software.

bPPLICATICN: Petail Receiving Software

i-ROBLEM: Corcunnication software would not work. Initial attempts to upload bar
code readers were unsuccessful. The conmunications controller was not
ccrfigured corLectly to interface with the front end processor.

SOLJTION: Contractor progranmer had to come on site to write the correct
software. Vendor who furnished the hardware was also on site trying to solve
the problem.

LESSON LEARNED: Contractor must be on site to insure everything is properly

written and configured.

FROM: Coniauder, HQS, 7th Inf. div., Fort Ord. CA 93941

PCC/PHONE: Doiis M. Davis/AUITOVON 929-5504/2712.

'TILE OR ORIGIMATOR: Supply Systems Analyst.

O(RGANIZATION: AFZW-DI-SP-C.

illl E:

1. Equipment was delivered haphazardly. Equipment should be delivered at one
time.

2. Contractor should have equipment that is installed, up and ready to go prior
Lo training of operators.

3. Contractor should make periodic site visits during total contract period.
This is a must prior to installation of equipment. (No contract should be
awarded until all possible bidders have had site tour and can see what they are
bidding on.)

4. Site visits would be invaluable in pointing out minor problems, which turn
into major problems. i.e., something as simple as the correct power plug. Is
there a dedicated phone line? Continuous power source? Is power subject to
being turned off at night when recharging is done?
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